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ABSTRACT
The Polaroid Corporation, in May of 1983, introduced Polachrome CS
color transparency film and a new process called the Autoprocess
system. This system offers the convenience of obtaining instant color
transparencies in about three minutes. The film has excellent
projection and viewing characteristics. The product was designed to
have its largest market with professional photographers. Polachrome's
construction creates problems for the printer in that moire patterns
occur during the separation process.
This study gives a short background for both additive color screen
films and dye layer films, and a comparison is made to help the reader
understand the problems with scanning Polachrome film.
When attempting to scan Polachorme CS film, moire patterns are
produced because of the color filters which make up the film. The
emphasis of this study was to determine which scanner controls could be
used to remove the moire patterns. Polachrome CS film is based on the
principle of an additive color screen theory. The film contains many
layers, one layer consisting of red, green, and blue filters which
either passes or stops light. When this filter layer is viewed by the
scanning lens an interference pattern called moire is produced by the
variables of screen ruling, unsharp masking controls, and the angle of
the transparency on the scanning drum.
The hypothesis states that Polachrome CS color transparency film
can be scanned on the DC-300 B/L laser scanner, so that separations are
free of all moire patterns with acceptable definition. Pre-testing was
necessary to determine which variables of the scanning process had an
effect on producing a moire pattern. The results of the pre-tests
determined the final choice of variables, which were then tested
together. Defocusing, unsharp masking (intensity and starting point),
as well as the angle at which the transparency is mounted, were
determined to be the major variables that cause a moire pattern when
scanning Polachrome CS transparency film.
From the combination of these variables a total of 48 proofs were
generated for the visual experiment. The visual experiment had two
parts, involving 30 viewers, viewing the 48 proofs. Part I dealt with
a question relating to moire patterns and Part II dealt with a question
relating to the definition of the image. Data was recorded and
analyzed. The hypothesis, that separations can be generated free of
moire patterns with acceptable definition, was proven by 16 percent of
the proofs tested. This resulted in a set of recommendations given as
guidelines to follow when Polachrome transparency film is
electronically scanned on the DC-300 B/L laser scanner.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Polaroid Corporation of Cambridge, Massachusetts, in May of 1983
introduced to the market the Polaroid 35mm Autoprocess system. The
Autoprocess system is a quick system designed to produce color slides
of excellent color fidelity with medium resolution. There are three
types of transparency film which can be used in this system, one color
and two black and white.
The color film is Polachrome CS 35mm Color Transparency Film rated
at ASA 40 and is available in 12 or 36 exposure cartridges. One of the
black and white films, Polapan CT 35mm Transparency Film rated at ASA
125 is available in 36 exposure cartridges. The other black and white
film, Polagraph HC 35mm Transparency Film rated at ASA 400 is available
in 12 exposure cartridges.
For this study, only Polachrome CS Color Transparency Film will be
considered. Polachrome film is only supplied in 35mm cartridges and is
designed to fit all standard 35mm cameras. The loading, exposing, and
rewinding of the 35mm cartridge is the same for Polachrome as for
conventional film. Each film packet when purchased contains a film
cartridge of either 12 or 36 exposure, and a processing packet con
taining chemicals for developing the film after exposure. This film is
designed to produce color slides in about three minutes from the time
the film is loaded into the Autoprocessor. Development is accomplished
using an Autoprocessor, which is a five by eight inch lightweight box
designed to develop these three types of film.
"Polaroid's low-cost slide system has two separate
hardware units that process and mount the new color
transparency film, which can be used in any 35mm camera.
Priced at under $85, the heart of the Autoprocess system
is the first piece of hardware, the Autoprocessor. Exposed
(cartridge) special Polaroid film-color, general -purpose
black and white, or high contrast black and white for type
and line art is loaded into the Autoprocessor along with a
packet containing chemicals for development of the film. As
the film is put through the processor, the developing fluid
is spread evenly across a strip sheet that is laminated to
the film. Developing takes a minute, after which the film is
wound back into its original cartridge and the strip sheet is
peeled away.
The transparencies can then be placed in the second
piece of hardware, a slide mounter (about $17), and cut into
individual frames and mounted into slides."
Polachrome film is designed to be used by both professional and
amateur photographers, but the major market occurs with the
professional photographer. What makes Polachrome film special and of
interest to photographers is the speed at which color slides can be
produced. "It provides professional and advanced amateur photographers
rapid access to finished, mounted slides entirely without the use of a
darkroom." Amateur photographers involved in the teaching of
photography find an enormous use for Polachrome film. "Imagine the
efficiency and convenience of adult-education courses with slides that
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can be processed, projected and discussed as soon as a roll is shot."
"The Polaroid 35mm Instant Slide System offers a convenient, rapid
access system for making color and black and white slides. While not
intended as a replacement for conventional films, the 35mm Instant
Slide System offers convenience and time-saving features not now
4
commonly
available."
Before the introduction of Polachrome CS film, all color
transparency films were characterized by being formed by dye layers.
Each layer in the film was sensitive to different wavelengths of light.
When exposed, varying amounts of silver would be formed in relation to
the sensitivity of the exposing light. Developing this film formed dye
in the layers in relation to the silver exposed. The final result was
a continuous tone color transparency.
Polachrome film differs from conventional films in the way images
are formed. Polachrome CS film uses red, green, and blue filters
arranged in one layer to either pass or hold back light. Light which
does pass exposes silver in another layer. Then during development,
instead of dye being formed, silver is deposited behind each filter in
relation to the amount of light originally passed through the film.
Color separators should be aware of this basic arrangement because
they will have problems with the red, green, and blue filters in
Polachrome CS film. The problems exist because the laser scanner is
capable of viewing each filter in Polachrome, and when coupled with the
screen ruling pattern, moire patterns are generated. With conventional
dye layer films this problem does not exist. An understanding of color
theory and color film construction will be helpful in understanding the
unique characteristics of Polachrome and why it produces moire patterns
when scanned.
Color Theory
"White light is composed of all colors of light called the visible
spectrum. For objects to appear colored there first must be white
light illumination." The rainbow is a good example of the visible
spectrum which consists of colors that a human observer with normal
color vision can perceive. The three predominant colors of the rainbow
are blue, green, and red. They are referred to as the additive primary
colors.
"Subtractive color theory deals with pigment colors. Subtractive
color theory states that colorants of cyan, magenta, and yellow are
used to subtract a portion of the white light that is illuminating an
object. Cyan, magenta, and yellow are the subtractive primary
colors."
Process Color Printing
The pigmented subtractive primary ink colors of cyan, magenta, and
yellow are the process colors used in color reproduction printing.
"Many pressmen refer to these subtractive primary ink colors as process
blue for cyan, process red for magenta, and yellow by its correct
name."
"A process ink is a transparent printing ink, designed to print
process color. It is made to absorb one-third of the visible spectrum
and transmit two thirds. The ink is transparent. It is the paper
o
which reflects the light, and the ink absorbs portions of
it."
Most printing methods today can not print varying thicknesses of
ink. Because of this, some method is needed to break up the continuous
tone images into varying dot sizes in relation to the densities of the
continuous tone image. This is accomplished through the use of a
halftone screen. A halftone screen is a vignette pattern of varying
densities on a film base. The halftone screen is placed between the
continuous tone original and the film to be exposed. Separation
filters are placed between the exposing light source and the unexposed
film. Each film is produced with the appropriate separation filter
over the light source. Each halftone film is a representation of
printable data of one process color. These halftone films are called
separations. One film is needed for each of the process colors;
yellow, magenta, and cyan. In theory, a full color reproduction can be
produced with these three colors, however, one problem exists. When an
image is printed with the three process inks, the shadow areas will
appear brownish. The problem exists because the process inks are
contaminated and do not absorb the spectrum in accordance with
subtractive color theory. Even though some corrections can be made in
the separations to account for this ink contamination, this does not
solve the problem in the shadow areas. A fourth separation is required
which is printed with a black ink to make the shadow areas print black
or neutral. For this reason, it is a normal procedure to produce four
separations from an original. Each of these four separations are used
to make proofs of the original image and later used to produce the
printing plates. Other separation processes, such as electronic color
scanning can produce these separations electronically without the use
of a halftone screen.
There are a number of methods by which separations can be made;
one is the direct screen method, a second is the indirect method, and a
third is electronic color scanning. For this study, electronic color
scanning will be used to make the separations.
Many types of electronic scanners are on the market, and most of
these scanners operate in one or more of the following modes:
1. Continuous tone
2. Contact screened halftone
3. Electronic dot generated halftone
A detailed discussion of electronic scanning will follow in the
literature search of this paper. For this study, the Hell DC-300 B/L
scanner located at Rochester Institute of Technology will be used. The
DC-300 B/L scanner is an electronic dot generating scanner and uses a
laser to expose film.
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"Like the colour camera, the scanner separates colour copy
into negative or positive records of the standard four
images -- cyan, magenta, yellow and black. The main
differences between a camera and a scanner are in how they
perform the functions of colour reproduction, and the
physical components that perform them."
Scanner operators should be aware of the fact that no matter which
method is used to produce separations from Polachrome CS film, the
separations will contain a moire pattern. "Moire patterns are seen
wherever a repetitive structure and line elements are nearly super
These patterns are produced in separations from Polachrome
CS film, because Polachrome CS film is designed with red, green, and
blue filters arranged in a line pattern. When this line pattern is
superposed with the line pattern of screen ruling, moire patterns
occur. Moire patterns present a difficult problem for people in the
printing industry who make separations from Polachrome CS film. This
study will deal with this problem and make recommendations for the
removal of moires from separations. To the printer, removal of moire
patterns from separations would mean less interference within the final
printed image. To Polaroid Corporation, removal of this interference
pattern could mean an increase in sales for this product. To the
professional photographer, especially the photo journalists, a new
market would open up because Polachrome images could be reproduced in
print.
Beginning of Dye Layer Images
The beginning of transparency material, as we know it today, dates
back to around 1873. At that time many scientists were working to find
ways to sensitize films to different colors of the spectrum. "This
defect was remedied by Professor Hermann W. Vogel , of Berlin, in 1873,
by his discovery of color sensitizing with the so-called optical
sensitizers." Color sensitizers make the emulsions sensitive to
additional wavelengths of the spectrum. Even though Vogel's
experiments were first applied to plates, it follows that this would
also be the true beginning of color photography. It was much later
when we saw the development of dye layers as we know them today.
Beginning of Additive Color Screen Images
The beginning of additive color screen images dates back to around
1890.
"The first practical and successful color projection of three
diapositives on a screen seems to have been make by the
American Frederic Eugene Ives. Ives patented his method in
America on February 7, 1890, (No. 432,530), describing it as
a projection of three diapositives, made behind red, green,
and violet filters to the same spot on a white wall in
register, on top of one another by means of a triple
projection lantern illuminated with red, green, and
blue-violet light. "iC
This experiment and many others carried out around this time lead
to the development of the first three color camera, which was
introduced by Ive's in 1895 and called the chromoscope. Most of the
experiments performed at this time laid the ground work for an idea
first introduced by Ducos du Hauron in 1868, but was not carried out by
him.
"When small red, green, and blue color elements of pictures
are placed in juxtaposition and observed visually, they merge
into a color picture.
Independent experiments of this kind were made by J. W.
McDonough in 1892, and he was granted in that year both an
English patent (No. 5,597) and American patents (No. 471,186
and 471,187) on his invention. At first he employed
color-screen plates with granular powder in the three primary
colors. The idea was a good one, but the execution \/ery
difficult, and McDonough's invention was not successful in
practice.
In the meantime the Englishman John Joly, of Dublin, had
carried on experiments with color screens which he produced
with a rather coarse line grating on glass, which consisted
of red, green, and blue lines 0.12 mm wide next to each
other. The color sensitized plate was exposed behind this
three-color line screen. The negative showed naturally a
color separation. The diapositives made from these negatives
were viewed through such a color screen and presented to the
observer a polychrome picture. The first English patent of
Joly is dated 1893 (no.
7.743)."1"3
The achievements in this area were steadily increasing and started
the ground work for a process which Polaroid Corporation later
developed. This process is the Autoprocess system introduced in May,
1983. Polachrome CS film is made up of an additive color screen
similar to what was introduced in 1868 by Ducas du Hauron. The user
with the aid of the Autoprocessor can develop film in an incredibly
short length of time without the use of a darkroom. "Polaroid
Polachrome CS 35 mm color transparency film forms images by a Polaroid
14
invented additive-color silver-diffusion transfer process. This is
the fastest developing color transparency film ever introduced to the
market. Refer to Table No. 1 for film characteristics of Polaroid 35mm
Autoprocess film.
15
TABLE NO. 1. Characteristics of Polaroid 35mm Autopress film.
Balance Daylight
Speed ASA/ISO DIN 40 (17)
Exposure latitude 1 stops
Reciprocity behavior
1 sec. exposure + 2/3 stops, no filter
10 sec. exposure + 1 stop, no filter
Contrast gamma 2.0
Film emulsion resolution
(line paris/mm) 90
Grain Medium
Color Fidelity High
Color Saturation High
In camera resolution
(line pairs/mm) 60
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PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this study is; first, to remove moire patterns from
color separations made from Polachrome CS film, and second to reproduce
separations which have an acceptable definition.
A third purpose for this study is to generate a set of
recommendations so other scanner operators can achieve optimum quality
and repeatability from scanning Polachrome Transparency Film.
11
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CHAPTER II
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The major problem encountered when scanning Polachrome
transparencies is that moire patterns are produced in the separations.
The auto positive color screen used in this system to achieve color
images is fine for projection and viewing, but this color screen adds a
second interference pattern to the process causing moire patterns in
separations.
A dye layered transparency is a continuous tone image to the human
eye and also to the laser scanner. Polachrome transparencies are
continuous tone images to the human eye only because the eye cannot
resolve the fine line color screen in the film. To the laser scanner,
Polachrome transparencies represent a flat field of colored filter
screens. The red, green, and blue filters lay side by side with
varying amounts of silver located behind each filter acting to hold
back light in areas related to the original scene.
Another problem with scanning Polachrome transparencies is that of
color correction. This problem is not a major concern of this study,
but it can be corrected with slight color correction adjustments on the
scanner. Color correction will be discussed in the pre-testing
chapter.
Many variables have an affect on moire patterns and definition of
the image. Before discussing these variables, the term "definition of
the image" must be clarified.
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Definition of the Image
The difference between definition of the image and resolving power
of the image should be understood. Resolving power is related to the
number of lines per mm which can be reproduced in an imaging system.
Definition, on the other hand, relates to sharpness of the image,
clarity of the image, and the ability to reproduce fine detail.
Resolving power can be measured, where definition is a subjective term
and can only be measured by observations. A subjective judgement of
the final proofs will be tested relating to all three areas of
definition. Sharpness of the image, clarity of the image, and
reproduction of fine detail.
A look at the major problem from a wider point of view will show
that some variables have more of an affect on moires and definition of
the image than others, so some discussion of these variables is needed.
The following is a list of variables with an explanation of each
variable and its relationship to moire patterns when scanning
Polachrome CS transparency film. The variables are -
1. Screen angles,
2. Detail enhancement,
3. Aperture size,
4. Intensity,
5. Starting point,
6. Screen ruling,
7. Defocusing,
8. Emulsion orientation,
9. Oil mounting,
10. Transparency orientation.
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Screen Angles
The screen angle is the angle at which halftone dots are generated
with relation to one another for each process color. To eliminate
moires, it is recommended that an angle of 30 degrees be used to
separate the major colors such as black, cyan, and magenta. The screen
angles at which separations are made could have an influence on the
moires produced. The DC-300 is setup to give an 18 difference between
each separation. The smaller angles can be used because the DC-300
varies the screen ruling automatically in the computer to compensate
for interference patterns. Below is a table of angles available to the
operator of the DC-300 B/L scanner. The most common position used is
position number four.
TABLE NO. 2. Screen Angles for DC-300 B/L Scanner1
Switch in
Position Cyan Magenta Yellow Black
1 +18 45 0
2 45 +18 0
3 +18 0 45
4 +18 0 45
5 45 0 +18
Before detail enhancement can be understood, a description of the
scanning head and the path which the scanning light follows needs to be
explained. The DC-300 B/L laser scanner is designed with the option of
3 scanning drums, small for mounting 35mm transparencies in oil, medium
for 35mm and 4x5 transparencies, and large for 4x5 and larger
transparencies and reflection copy. The drums are made of a clear
plexiglass so light can pass through them. When scanning, the
transparency is mounted on the drum by taping it emulsion side down to
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the drum. The drum with the transparency mounted to it revolves at a
constant speed. Inside this clear drum is an illuminating arm and lens
which illuminates the transparency from within the drum. A small spot
of light passes through the drum and transparency to the scanning
aperture located in the scanning head. The scanning head and
illumination arm move simultaneously in a parallel direction with the
scanning drum.
At this point the optics of the scanner head split the light beam
by passing the light through a beam splitter. Each beam then goes
through a different separation filter; red, green, and blue, with one
beam going through an unsharp masking aperture. Each of the four beams
are focused on photomultiplers which convert the light beam to an
electronic signal. This is illustrated in Figure No. 1.
Detail Enhancement
"Detail enhancement is accomplished in the scanner by comparing
each electronic color separation signal strength to the unsharp masking
2
signal
strength."
Detail enhancement is a technique used to enhance edges of images
by using unsharp masking in an attempt to reproduce as much detail in
the reproduction as in the original. A yery important part of this
study is the understanding of detail enhancement and the variables
which affect it. The reading head of the scanner has two apertures,
one smaller than the other. The smaller is the reading aperture, and
the larger is the unsharp masking aperture. Unsharp masking is varied
16
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Figure No. 1. Simplified Schematic of a Basic Cglor Scanner with an
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by the size of these two apertures. "The scanner computes the
difference between the two signals, and adds that difference algebra
ically to the separation signal with the greater edge difference. That
resulting exaggeration on the edge of images is called peaking. The
height of the peak can be programmed with a potentiometer by the
4
operators." This is the intensity control. "The width of the peaked
signal can be programmed by the choice of the large aperture size,
while the density level on the transparency it will influence, can be
5
programmed by the operator using starting point control." As the
scanner drum rotates, the density changes in the transparency and will
change the signal reaching the unsharp masking photomultipler; this
produces a signal as shown in Figure No. 2 and No. 3.
j3
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_i yb=Large Aperture
(pC-a=Small Aperture
Direction of Scan
si
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a +(a-b)
Direction of Scan
b = USM Signal from large aperture
a = Color Separation Signal from small aperture
Figure No. 2. Unsharp Masking Figure No. 3. Peaked Signal
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Aperture Size
Aperture size is related to unsharp masking and has an affect on
moires produced in separations.
The laser scanner is a very expensive densitometer used to read
and average densities. These averages are entered as data into the
computer, which manipulates this data and transfers it to a laser which
is used to expose film. When scanning Polachrome film, which to the
scanner is not a continuous tone image, the scanner has to average
densities in relation to the size of the reading aperture. As the
scanner moves over the filter lines, the image in sharp focus, has more
changes in density readings than if the image is out-of-focus. The
following chart shows the relationship between aperture size, scanning
drum size, and unsharp masking.
TABLE NO. 3. Scanning Apertures
Scanni ng Large Medium Small Unsharp
Apertu res Drum Drum Drum Masking
1 30 microns 22 microns 15 microns 2x
2 30 microns 22 microns 15 microns 4x
3 40 microns 30 microns 20 microns 3x
4 40 microns 30 microns 20 microns 5x
5 60 microns 45 microns 30 microns 3x
6 60 microns 45 microns 30 microns 5x
7 120 microns 85 microns 60 microns 3x
8 250 microns 180 microns 125 microns 3x
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Even though the image can be defocused, scanning at small openings
should be avoided. The reason for this is that a reading aperture
which is large will have less density variation because a larger sample
is being viewed. Small aperture sizes view small samples and can give
more variation in density readings. This variation could be a cause of
moire patterns. Aperture size is a variable which will be tested in
this study.
Intensity
Intensity is the strength of the peaked signal. Intensity is
varied with a control knob on the scanner with settings from 0 to 10.
A high intensity setting of 10 will give sharp edges to images while a
low setting of 0 will give softer edges to images.
Starting Point
Starting point controls how sensitive the scanner is to density
changes. Starting point is varied with a control knob on the scanner
with settings from 1 to 9. A high setting of 9 makes the scanner more
sensitive to density changes while a low setting of 1 makes the scanner
less sensitive to density changes. Higher settings give sharper edges
while lower settings give softer edges. Both intensity and starting
point will have an effect on moire patterns.
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Screen Ruling
Screen ruling is referred to as the number of lines per linear
inch across a separation. As screen ruling changes, the intensity of
moire patterns change. A simple example would be if screen ruling is
increased, the number of interference lines increase causing a more
intense moire pattern. Some combination of screen ruling frequencies
and color filter screen frequencies might exist that would eliminate
moire patterns. For this reason, screen ruling will be tested as a
variable for reducing moires in separations.
Defocusing
Defocusing is a major variable in reducing moire patterns in
separations. Defocusing is related to the degree to which the filter
layer of the transparency is placed out-of-focus to the scanning lens.
The procedure of placing the image out-of-focus has been used in the
past to eliminate imperfections in the original image. Remember, it is
the filter layer of the original that is out-of-focus to the scanning
lens. The dots generated by the laser are not out-of-focus. A very
important part of this study is; the more defocusing used (to remove
moires or imperfections) will mean the more detail enhancement which
must be done to build detail back into the final image. Some point
will be reached where defocusing will interfere with the detail and
sharpness of the final separations. Scanners are not equipped with a
scale to adjust focus or defocus. For this study, defocusing may have
to be calibrated and varied for testing. This will be explained in
detail in the methodology chapter of this study.
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Emulsion Orientation
Conventional films are scanned emulsion down on the scanning drum.
Since Polachrome CS film has a layer of filters and a layer of silver
in the transparency, it will be tested to see if scanning emulsion up
or emulsion down makes any difference in the intensity of moires
produced.
Oil Mounted
It is recommended that conventional films be mounted in oil if
magnification is greater than 500 percent. It is also recommended to
use Anti-Newton Ring dust when mounting 35mm transparencies below 500
percent magnification. This is to prevent Newton Rings from occurring.
When white light falls on a transparency film it is reflected once from
the surface, and once from the bottom of the film. Newton Rings become
visible when a variation in the distance between these surfaces occurs.
This variation creates interference among individual waves of light
falling upon these surfaces causing visible Newton Rings. It is
already known that oil mounting is the best procedure for eliminating a
Newton Ring problem. This will be tested for this study to see if oil
mounting will reduce moire patterns in the separation films.
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Transparency Orientation
Polachrome film has one layer made up of filters arranged in a
flat field. Mounting these filters in the direction the scanner
rotates or mounting these filters across the direction the scanner
rotates could give a reduction of moire patterns. Detail enhancement
involves variables, all of which receive their data from the scanning
lens. The scanning head and lens on the DC-300 B/L scanner only moves
parallel with the scanning drum. The transparency material mounted on
the scanning drum is rotated in front of the scanning head and lens.
This makes the variable of screen ruling directional. The variable
involved here is the placement of the second interference pattern
(color screen). The frequency of the filters in Polachrome film and
their placement on the scanning drum could have an effect as to the
moires produced. The variable of filter direction will need to be
tested for this study.
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HYPOTHESIS
The main direction of this study is towards the removal of moire
patterns. Definition, a second direction, will be considered during
the final judging of proofs. Since proofs of the final separations
will be judged by a panel of experts, any color shifts in these proofs
could have an influence on the final judgements. For this reason, some
color correction will be used to correct color casts in the final
proofs.
This directs the emphasis of this study to the removal of moire
patterns and leads to the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1: Electronic scanning of Polachrome CS color transparency
film on the DC-300 model B/L laser scanner can be
carried out so separations are free of all moire
patterns with acceptable definition.
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Footnotes for Chapter II
Owners Manual of DC-300 B/L Laser Scanner. Scanning Apertures.
2
Southworth, Miles. Color Separation Technique. Graphic Arts
Publishing, Livonia, New York, 14487. Copyright 1979, p. 89.
3Ibid., p. 89.
4Ibid., p. 90.
5Ibid., p. 90.
6Ibid., p. 90.
7Owners Manual of DC-300 B/L Laser Scanner. Scanning Apertures, p. 43.
CHAPTER III
LITERATURE REVIEW
At present, no information has been published on the removal of
moire patterns when scanning Polachrome film. Therefore, my literature
search will be related to areas which have a direct effect on moire
patterns. Even though this study is related only to additive color
screen films, it is important to have an understanding of dye layer
films.
"The only practical way to obtain separate records of the red,
green, and blue light reflected from a photographic subject, is to
provide three separate emulsions, one sensitive to each of the primary
colors or having its sensitivity confined to the proper region of the
spectrum by a filter." This can be achieved by coating all three
emulsions on the same support. Originally this was named an "integral
tripack"
or
"multilayer" film. "The first commercially successful
application of the multilayer principle was Kodachrome Film, introduced
in 1935.
.,2
Images from Dye Layer Films
Characteristics of dye layer films are as follows:
1. The top emulsion of Ektachrome film is sensitive to blue
light only. Being sensitive only to blue light, green
light, and red light will pass to the next emulsion
layer.
2. The second emulsion is sensitive to green light and blue
light and not sensitive to red light, so all red light
passes to the next emulsion layer.
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3. Ektachrome film has a yellow filter between the top
emulsion and the second emulsion. This filter stops all
blue light from passing to the second emulsion, since it
is also sensitive to blue light.
4. The third emulsion is sensitive to red light and blue
light, but again the yellow filter above the second
emulsion removes the blue light, so it doesn't reach the
third emulsion.
It's important to understand how dye images are achieved in
Kodachrome and Ektachrome transparencies compared to how images are
formed in Polachrome transparencies.
"In the Kodachrome and Kodak Ektachrome Processes, the
reversal technique is employed to produce positive color
transparencies. The basic procedure is the same in both
cases: First, the film is developed in a black and white
developer, which produces a negative silver image in each of
the three emulsion layers. Then the film is re-exposed to
fog the remaining silver halide and render it developable.
By coupler development, the silver halide is used to form
three positive dye images: yellow, magenta, and cyan. The
film is next treated in a bleach which, without affecting the
dye, converts the silver to salts which are soluble in hypo.
Fixing, washing, and drying complete the process."
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Coupler development uses a chemical substance referred to as a
coupler to produce dye in proportion to the amount of silver developed.
"In the Kodachrome Process, the coupler components of the dyes are put
into the film from processing solutions. In the Kodak Ektachrome
Process, on the other hand, the coupler components of the dyes are
placed in the emulsion layer during manufacture." What is important
is that images are produced as continuous tone images.
Images from Polachromes Additive Color Screen Film
"Polachrome film contains a microscopically fine-lined additive
color screen precisely positioned on a clear, polyester support. The
shiny polyester support is 0.074mm thick (compared to support
thicknesses of about 0.125mm for conventional films) and faces the
5
camera
lens."
"The additive color screen consists of a repeating pattern of
red, green, and blue color filters. The frequency of color
filters is 394 triplets/cm where one triplet is defined as a
red, green, and blue filter. Color filters are protected
from subsequent application of processing fluid by the color
screen protector layer. Directly over the protector layer is
the positive image receiving layer. In this layer the final
silver image will be deposited. Above the positive image
receiving layer is the positive image protector layer
providing abrasion resistance to the final silver image.
This layer also contains an image stabilizing compound which
provides processed image stability to the resulting slide.
The release layer allows the upper film layer to be removed
during the processing cycle. Directly above the release
layer is the panchromatically sensitized silver halide
emulsion layer. An antihalation layer completes the film
structure."
The exposure and development of Polachrome CS film is described
below. Refer to Figures 4 through 10.
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Figure No. 4. Film Before Exposure
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Figure No. 5. Film Exposed to Green Light
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Figure No. 6. Film with Processing Fluid
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Figure No. 7. Developing of Film
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Figure No. 8. Developed Film
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Figure No. 9. Peeling of Upper Layer
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Figure No. 10. Final Green Image Projected
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If green light passes through the camera lens it encounters red,
green, and blue filters. The red and blue filters absorb the green
light and the green filter will pass the green light. Light passing
through the green filter will expose silver in the silver layer of the
film directly behind the green filter. Silver behind the red and blue
filter will not be exposed. After exposure, the film is processed.
During processing a thin processing fluid is coated onto the film by
the Auto Processor. The processing fluid diffuses through the film
layers and rapidly reduces exposed silver halide grains, which are
still in the emulsion layer, to low covering power metallic silver.
"In this example, silver halide grains behind green filters are rapidly
reduced to metallic silver. Unexposed silver halide grains (in this
example, those grains behind the red and blue filters) are dissolved
Q
and migrate to the positive image receiving
layer." When development
is complete the upper layers of the film from the release layer are
peeled away. This is accomplished while the film is still in the Auto
Processor. If this film is projected, light will pass through the
green filter which originally passed light to make an exposure. Light
will not be able to pass through the red and blue filters because of
positive image silver deposited over them. Visually Polachrome images
are continuous tone images because our eyes cannot make a distinction
between the microscopically fine lined additive color screen. To the
laser scanner, Polachrome film is not a continuous tone image.
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Basic Scanner Explanation
A basic explanation of how the DC-300 B/L laser scanner works is
needed for this study. The major components of the DC-300 B/L laser
scanner are the computer, analyzing drum, exposing drum, and the Argon
laser. The operator has a choice of analyzing drums, small for
mounting 35mm transparencies in oil, medium for 35mm and 4x5
transparencies, and large for 4x5 and larger transparencies and
reflection copy.
"The original copy being either transparent or reflection is
mounted on a clear plexiglass cylinder. The cylinder will revolve
at a constant speed in the neighborhood of 25 revolutions per
second. A small spot of light illuminates the copy from within
the cylinder for transparencies and from outside the cylinder for
reflection copy. With each revolution of the cylinder or drum as
it is called on the scanner, the spot of light will move sideways
exactly the width of the scan line.
With each revolution each scan line, which is approximately
thousandths of an inch wide, is divided up into several thousand
small images around the cylinder. Each spot is analyzed as the
light passes from the copy through a small aperture to the scanner
input optics. There the light passes through beam splitters, then
through red, green, blue separation filters and an unsharp masking
aperture. Each optical signal is focused on a photomultiplier
tube where it is coverted from an optical signal to an electronic
signal proportional to the amount of each color o^ 1i9nt present
in the spot on the
copy." See Figure 11 below.
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11. Simplified Schematic of a Basic Color Scanner
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This analyzed information is fed into the computer. Data to the
computer can be controlled by a control panel. Basically the computer
has a number of functions such as electronic balancing, detail
enhancement, tone compression, color correction, printing requirements
UCR, digital storage, screening computer, and linearization.
Linearization is balancing the scanner output to the sensitivity of the
film and processing used. There are several ways of controlling film
exposure on the exposing drum. "One method is to utilize a crater
discharge lamp, referred to as a glow lamp, to expose the film. A glow
lamp is a light that can be instantly varied in intensity to the
voltage
applied." "Another method to expose the film makes use of a
continuously lighted xenon lamp. An electro-optical crystal is placed
between the lamp and the film to modulate the amount of light falling
on the film. The electro-optical crystal functions like an instantly
variable neutral density
filter."12 The Hell DC-300 B/L scanner uses
another method of exposing film. "The Hell DC-300 B/L scanner uses an
argon laser emitting light in the blue (488nm) band. The current drawn
by the laser is adjustable and it is designed to operate between four
and eight
amperes." The actual amount of light hitting the film is
controlled by the intensity of the laser. The intensity of the laser
is controlled by the amount of current to the laser. The amount of
light available at the film is called light-on-film (LOF).
Light-on-film settings from manufacturer's specifications will be
followed. "The light from the laser is optically split into six
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separate beams. These are transmitted through six 20-micron glass
fibers and individually modulated (turned on and off) to produce the
halftone dots."14
"The shape and size of the halftone dots are controlled
by the duration of the time that the six spots of light are
open as the film passes by the optics. The timing is
controlled automatically by the screen pattern angling
electronics and the signal from the image of the original so
as to shape the dot for both screen angle and dot size. Each
dot may require two passes to generate its entire size
thereby requiring 12 exposures for its makeup."
"The six laser light beams have a nonuniform energy
distribution with more light intensity at the center each
beam than at the edges. Since the overlap is small, streaks
of lower density may be visible between the scan lines."
These lower density lines will form a widow screen pattern on
color proofs, appearing as lighter colored lines. Scan lines appearing
on color proofs will follow the same angle at which Polachrome
transparencies were mounted. Scan lines will be discussed in the
pre-testing chapter.
The DC-300 B/L laser scanner is capable of generating halftone
screen negatives or halftone screen positives. For this study halftone
screen positives will be generated so that the DuPont Cromalin proofing
system can be used for proofing.
This is only a basic explanation of how the scanner works, but
should be sufficient to give the reader an understanding of some of the
controls.
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Tone Reproduction
"Tone reproduction essentially involves the control of changes in
the density levels of an original image when it is converted to a
negative and then reproduced. Gradation and contrast are terms
commonly used in referring to tone
reproduction." Gradation means
the stepping or increasing or decreasing of densities from one level to
another. Contrast means the variation between a light area and a dark
area or a variation between tones.
When the scanner is setup, it has to be set to produce certain dot
percentages in different areas of the film. To accomplish this, a
visual judgement of the transparency by the operator must be made. A
decision must be made where to place the highlight dot. The highlight
dot placement means that area of the transparency at which some detail
should print. An example of dot sizes for average conditions are given
below.
1 Q
TABLE No. 4. Example of Dot Sizes
cy Mag Y Blk
Specular Highlight 0 0 0 0
Diffuse Highlight 7 5 5 0
Middletone Step 63 48 50 22
Shadow Step 97 90 90 80
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A specular highlight is an area of the transparency which is void
of detail and is a direct reflection and will not print any dot area.
A diffuse highlight is an area of the transparency which is the whitest
area in which detail is held. The density range of a transparency is
much greater than the density range of the printed image. The
highlight placement is probably the most important part of setting up a
transparency.
"The density range of the reproduction is the best that can
be achieved on the paper with that ink. Its whitest tone is that
of the bare paper, and its maximum density is that of the darkest
shadow in the printed area. The best possible reproduction plots
as a curve that is slightly less than a perfect 45 line and is
curved to~he maximum reproduction shadow density." See Figure
12 below.
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Figure No. 12. Example of tone reproduction curve.
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"The slope of the line indicates contrast and an exact tone
for tone shadow reproduction would result in a 45 line."
"Gradation changes are limited to the range established by
the bare paper and the maximum shadow density; all the scanner
operator can do is change the location Lar dot sizes) of the
highlight, middletone and shadow dots."
The middletone placement is normally placed at 0.90 density away
from the highlight density. If highlight density reads 0.20 then the
middletone placement falls at a density of 1.10. For the shadow
placement, it is normal to use a density equal to the border of the
transparency.
A major objective of color scanning is being able to reproduce
grays in the original as grays in the reproduction. This is referred
to as gray balance. Scanner operators must take into consideration the
fact that inks are contaminated. Pigments in inks cannot be produced
which are true absorbers of light. For this reason the scanner
operator must adjust separations to print more or less of certain
colors so that prints will match the original. "The proper amount of
cyan, magenta, and yellow printing to produce a gray scale with no
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apparent dominant hue," is referred to as gray balance. Referring
back to Table No. 4, it can be seen that gray balance is achieved by
using more cyan than magenta and yellow.
It is important to be able to print as much detail as possible in
the printed image as compared to the original. Problems exist here
because the density range of the original is greater than what can be
printed. For this reason the original density range must be changed to
meet printed density ranges. As this is done, some area of the
original suffers, either the highlights or shadows, or both. The
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DC-300 B/L scanner uses a technique called detail enhancement to retain
as much of the detail lost due to the density range change. Explained
earlier, detail enhancement enhances edges of images by using unsharp
masking. Variables involved with unsharp masking are aperture size,
intensity, and starting point; these variables were also discussed
earlier.
This is only a quick overlook of tone reproduction, but should
give the viewer some idea of what is needed.
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Initial work for this study was started by testing each of the
following variables to determine if they influenced the production of
moires in separations when scanning Polachrome CS transparency film.
Pre-tested variables were -
1. Emulsion orientation (up or down),
2. Filter orientation (facing around the drum or with the
drum),
3. Screen angles,
4. Screen ruling,
5. Aperture size,
6. Mounting in oil ,
7. Magnification,
8. Defocusing,
9. Intensity,
10. Starting point,
11. Color correction.
Without knowledge of the effect these variables would have on
moire patterns and definition of the image, a hypothesis was written
directing emphasis towards proofs free of moires and having acceptable
definition. This allowed for the testing of all possible variables as
to their influence on moires and definition. Having an influence on
moires means, can the variable be adjusted to give a reduction in
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moires. If a variable is found which has no substantial reducing
effect on moires, that variable will be eliminated and fixed at a
normal setting for all other tests. If a variable is found which has
an effect on reducing moires, that variable will be tested against
other such variables. This will be done by first finding the limits of
each variable. These limits will be used to test against the other
variables to determine if they have a reducing effect on moires with
their specified limits. After the final variables are chosen and
before the final experiment is run, some color correction of the
original will be investigated to produce color proofs which do not
contain objectional color casts. This will be performed so that the
viewers will not be influenced by objectional color casts during the
visual testing of the color proofs.
After all pre-testing is completed, variables having an affect on
moire will be tested together in a final test. Separations from this
test will be proofed and used for a visual experiment. The final
judgement of proofs will be made by a panel chosen from printing
instructors, fourth year printing students, and graduate printing
students at the Rochester Institute of Technology. The panel of judges
will decide which proofs are free of moire patterns and which proofs
have good definition. Testing conditions will involve viewing proofs
under standard viewing conditions. Standard viewing conditions for
this study will be to maintain a color temperature of
5000 kelvin and
an illuminance level over the viewing area of 2000 lux 500 lux. This
will be maintained by using the Graphic Lite Standard Color Viewing
Booth located in the Reproduction Photography Laboratory at the
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Rochester Institute of Technology. All testing will be conducted in
the same area and as close to the same time as possible. Results of
this test will be compiled and presented as a set of recommendations to
other scanner operators as to the procedure necessary for scanning
Polachrome CS film to give proofs free of moire patterns with good
definition.
All experiments for this study will be conducted on the Hell
DC-300 B/L laser scanner at Rochester Institute of Technology. The
Hell DC-300 B/L scanner is an electronic dot generated scanner. Either
a lith film or a rapid access film can be used. The school has
processors for each film, but the rapid access processor offers more
advantages than the lith processor. The advantages are -
1. Faster developing time from dry to dry with rapid
access,
2. Rapid access processors do not require control strips
for processor control .
For this experiment, the rapid access processor will be used along with
Kodak ES Scanner Film 2587. This film sensitivity matches the output
of the argon-ion laser exposing unit.
The final proofs for this study will be completed using the DuPont
Cromalin method for color proofing. One image will be scanned which
will be a normal exposure of Polachrome CS film. The image will be a
high key transparency. A high key transparency is a transparency which
contains most of the detail in the highlight areas, with very little if
any of the transparency containing shadow areas. A high key image was
chosen because moire patterns are easier to see in highlight areas.
Flesh tones in the image will be used as a color comparator.
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CHAPTER V
PRE-TESTING EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS
The procedure listed below was followed for testing variables and
the limits of those variables. A list of conditions was determined for
each variable tested. Before testing these variables, a highlight
density was needed to establish the scanner setup when scanning
Polachrome CS film. A test was conducted to establish the proper gray
scale density that should be used to establish the correct highlight
density of the Polachrome transparency. Ektachrome transparencies are
normally setup at a density of between 0.20 to 0.30 on a carbon wedge
gray scale. This would place the highlight dot at that density in the
original. It was found that Polachrome requires a setup of about 0.50
to 0.60 density on a carbon wedge. This is because Polachrome film has
a minimum density of between 0.90 to 1.00. All pre-testing was setup
this way on a density of 0.50 of the gray scale. This procedure worked
fine for pre-testing because separations from Polachrome transparencies
needed to be reproduced as they originally appeared. Color correction
will be discussed later.
It should be mentioned that when the "normal scanner
setup" is
referred to, it means that the settings of the DC-300 B/L laser scanner
controls are set to positions which have been tested and found to give
good separations when scanning Ektachrome transparencies. The only
difference is in the highlight density placement, which was placed at
0.50 for Polachrome transparencies. The highlight to midtone range of
0.90 was used for Polachrome originals. This normal scanner setting
was used to begin the pre-testing of variables.
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Pre-tested Variables
Following is a list of variables in the order which they were
tested: Emulsion orientation (up or down), Filter orientation (facing
around the drum or with the drum), Screen angles; Screen ruling,
Aperture size, Mounting in oil, Magnification, Defocusing, Intensity,
Starting point, Color correction.
Emulsion Orientation (up or down) and Filter Orientation (facing around
the drum or with the drum)
The first variable tested was the variable of mounting the
transparency, emulsion up or emulsion down. At the same time, testing
the variable of mounting the transparency so that the filter lines go
around the scanner drum and with the scanner drum. See Figure 13,
below.
Scanning Drum
0 o q) )
/in n p o b\
Direction of Scanner Rotation
Filters
Filters with drum Filters around drum
Figure No. 13. Enlargement of transparency filter line placement.
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Testing Conditions:
1. All scanner controls set to normal position
2. Medium drum used at a magnification of 500 percent
3. Aperture size set to manufacturer's recommendation
which is aperture number 2
4. Anti -Newton ring spray used when mounting the
transparency
5. Image was held in sharp focus
6. Screen angles set to position number 4, which is
cyan +18, magenta -18, yellow 0, black 45
7. Screen ruling 150 lines/inch
Test:
a. Emulsion up, filter lines around the drum
b. Emulsion down, filter lines around the drum
c. Emulsion up, filter lines with the drum
d. Emulsion down, filter lines with the drum
Results:
DuPont Cromalin proofs were made of all separations and these
proofs were evaluated under standard viewing conditions to determine
the results of this test.
A greater number of patterns were generated when scanning the 150
line ruling with the transparency mounted emulsion down, filter lines
around the drum. As the direction of the filter lines approached the
direction of the scanner drum rotation the moire pattern became worse.
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Transparencies mounted emulsion up, (silver side of the transparency
against the drum), were visibly clearer than proofs mounted emulsion
down. If mounted in this matter, light passes through the film as it
was designed, which is first through the positive grain layer, then the
film filter layer.
Results of this test showed it is best to mount Polachrome
transparencies emulsion up with filter lines facing with the drum.
Mounting the transparency this way gave fewer noticeable moire patterns,
Screen Angles and Screen Ruling
The third variable tested was screen angles, to determine their
effect in producing a moire pattern. Screen angles were tested with
each screen ruling, which is variable number four. For this test and
all remaining tests, the magnification was changed from 500 percent to
450 percent for the convenience of being able to place all four
separations on one sheet of film. This saved film costs and reduced
testing time considerably.
Testing Conditions:
1. All scanner controls set to normal positions
2. Medium drum used at a magnification of 450 percent
3. Aperture size set to manufacturer's recommendation which is
aperture number 2
4. Anti -Newton ring spray used when mounting the transparency
and the transparency was mounted emulsion up with filter
lines with the scanning drum direction as decided from the
test of emulsion orientation and filter orientation
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5. Image was held in sharp focus
6. Refer to Table No. 2 for details of scanner screen angles
related to switch positions.
7. Screen rulings 85, 100, 133, and 150 lines/inch
Test:
This test involved testing each screen angle setting position with
each of the screen rulings mentioned.
Results:
DuPont Cromalin proofs were made of all separations and these
proofs were evaluated under standard viewing conditions to determine
the results of this test.
Results of this test showed that for each screen ruling tested,
varying screen angles had no affect on reducing or changing the moire
pattern. All screen angles produced some degree of moire. The moire
pattern stayed the same throughout each screen ruling, however, the
pattern varied between screen rulings. It was also noted that some
screen angle settings gave better color to the final proofs. Figure
No. 14 shows examples of the moire direction for the 85 and 133 line
screen rulings. Examples of the 100 and 150 line rulings are not
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shown, because the results are the same as with the 85 and 133 line
rulings. Color is not shown in this figure because its importance at
this time is not significant. At the 85 and 100 line rulings it is
recommended to use a screen angle position setting of number 5, which
is cyan 45, magenta 0, yellow -18, and black +18. At 133 and 150
line rulings it is recommended to use a screen angle position setting
of number 2, which is cyan 45, magenta +18, yellow 0, and black
-18.
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Examples of moire direction for the 85 line screen ruling.
Moire'
pattern
Screen #1
Angle
Position
#2 #k #5
Cyan +18
9
Cyan 45 .Cyan-18
Magenta 45 Magenta +18 Magenta +18
Yellow
0'
Yellow
0
Yellow
0
Black Black Black
45
Cyan +18 . Cyan 45 .
Magenta -18 Magenta 0
Yellow
0*
Yellow -18
Black
45
Black
Examples of moire direction for the 133 line ruling.
Moire'
pattern
Screen #1
Angle
Position
#2 #3 #4 #5
Cyan +18 . Cyan 45 .Cyan -18 .Cyan+18 ft Cyan 45 .
Magenta 45 Magenta +18 Magenta +18 Magenta -18 Magenta 0 e
Yellow
0 Yellow
0*
Yellow
0"
Yellow
0 Yellow -18
Black Black -18 Black
45
Black
45
Black
Figure No. 14. Example of the 85 and 133 line screen rulings showing
that the moire pattern is constant over each screen
angle setting, but varies with each screen ruling.
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Aperture Size
Variable number five, aperture size, was tested for reductions of
moires when aperture sizes were changed. The 85 line ruling was chosen
for this test because a visible moire was known to occur at this line
ruling.
Testing Conditions:
1. All scanner controls set to normal positions
2. Medium drum used at a magnification of 450 percent
3. Aperture size varied from 1 to 8
4. Anti -Newton ring spray used when mounting the transparency
and the transparency was mounted emulsion up with filter
lines with the scanning drum as decided from the test of
emulsion orientation and filter orientation
5. Image was held in sharp focus
6. Screen angle position setting number 5, which is cyan 45,
magenta 0, yellow -18, and black +18. These angles were
chosen because they give the best color to final proofs.
7. Screen ruling 85 lines/inch.
Test:
This test involved testing each aperture size and noting any
change in moire patterns produced. Figure No. 15 shows proofs of
the 85 line screen ruling, aperture series.
Aperture #1 Aperture #2
Aperture #3 Aperture #4
Figure No. 15. Example of the edge effect which shows up on proofs as
the aperture size is increased. Also an example of
changes in moire patterns as the aperture size is
increased.
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Aperture #5 Aperture #6
Aperture #7
Figure No. 15.
Aperture #8
(con't)
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Results:
DuPont Cromalin proofs were made of all separations and these
proofs were evaluated under standard viewing conditions to determine
the results of this test.
Results of this test showed that increasing aperture sizes reduced
moire patterns, but, at the same time, the edge effect of the image was
increased. Edge effect is described as a white or black line which
appears around the edges of the image. This affect varies with
aperture size. As the aperture size gets larger the edge effect gets
larger and produces more detail in the separation films. The DC-300
B/L laser scanner produces a black line edge. Some scanners can
produce both white and black edges. It was found that aperture number
3 gave the most reduction of moire without showing a substantial edge
effect. It was also noted at aperture number 4 and number 5, that the
moire pattern became more apparent than at aperture number 3. This
can be explained by noting that each aperture size views a different
number of filters. At aperture number 6, 7, and 8 the moire pattern
was slowly removed. Beyond aperture number 4, the edge effect was
entirely objectable. Therefore, it is recommended that an aperture of
number 3 be maintained, which is one size larger than the
manufacturer's specifications.
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Mounting In Oil
The variable of mounting the transparency in oil to reduce or
remove moire patterns was tested. For this test, two methods were
tried. The first method is commonly used when magnifications are
greater than 500 percent. The transparency is placed over a vacuum
channel on the scanning drum. A thin layer of oil is placed between
the transparency and the scanner drum. All edges of the transparency
are sealed with tape, and when a vacuum is applied, the oil is drawn
out and the transparency is held tight to the drum. This eliminates
the possibility of Newton Rings occurring. See Figure 16.
Scanning Drum
Tape
Scanning Drum
Transparency
Transparency
Oil
Vacuum Channel
Figure No. 16. Edge view of scanning drum and transparency mounted in
oil .
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The second method employed is the same as the first, but oil is
placed on top of the transparency as well and sealed with a clear mylar
sheet. Oil is removed by the same vacuum channel. See Figure 17.
Scanning Drum
Tape
Scanning Drum
Transparency
Mylar
Transparency
Oil
Vacuum Channel
Figure No. 17. Edge view of scanning drum and transparency mounted in
oil on top and bottom.
Testing Conditions:
Variables were chosen which gave a strong moire pattern, then each
method was tested.
1. All scanner controls set to normal positions
2. Medium drum used at a magnification of 450 percent
3. Aperture size set to aperture number 2 to be sure a
strong moire occurred
4. Transparency was mounted in oil emulsion up for all
tests as described
5. Image was held in sharp focus
6. Screen angle position setting number 5, which is cyan
45, magenta 0, yellow -18, and black +18. These
angles were chosen because they give the best color to
final proofs.
7. Screen ruling 85 lines/inch
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Results:
DuPont Cromalin proofs were made of all separations and these
proofs were evaluated under standard viewing conditions to determine
the results of this test.
No reduction or removal of moire patterns were noted. It is
recommended to follow the manufacturer's specifications which are to
mount in oil if scanning magnification is over 500 percent.
It should be noted that it was determined earlier that the
transparencies should be mounted emulsion up. This means that the
silver side of the transparency will be against the drum. If oil
mounting is used, the silver side of the transparency and oil will be
in contact. The affect that oil has on this silver side is unknown to
this researcher, but it is known that the cleaning of this oil from the
silver side of the transparency can lead to problems, one being that
the silver layer can be easily removed when applying film cleaner to
remove the oil. This is an area for further study.
Magnification
The variable of magnification was checked to see if different
magnifications would reduce the moire pattern produced.
Testing Conditions:
1. All scanner controls set to normal positions
2. Medium drum used at magnifications of 300, 450, and 630
percent
3. Aperture size set to aperture number 2 to be sure a strong
moire occurred
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4. Anti-Newton ring spray used and the transparency was mounted
emulsion up
5. Image was held in sharp focus
6. Screen angles for 85 line at scanner position number 5
7. Screen ruling of 85 lines/ inch
Results:
DuPont Cromalin proofs were made of all separations and these
proofs were evaluated under standard viewing conditions to determine
the results of this test.
Results of this test showed that moire patterns occurred over all
magnifications. If a reduction of the moire pattern occurred, it was
y&ry slight. Magnification had no significant effect on the removal of
moires.
The 450 percent magnification was chosen as the optimum
magnification for the following reasons. At 450 percent, moire
patterns were highly visible, and four separations could be placed on
one sheet of film. These conditions could not be met at other
magnifications.
At this time, it was noted that the frequency of moire patterns
could be varied on a given screen ruling, by changing the angle of the
transparency mounting. So the variable of transparency mounting angles
with each screen ruling needed to be tested.
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Transparency Orientation
A test was set up to check transparency mounting with screen
ruling. It had already been determined at the 150 line ruling,
mounting the transparency with the scanner drum axis gave the least
moire. It was also determined that mounting the transparency around
the drum using the 85 and 150 line rulings gave a strong moire. A test
was setup to check all transparency mounting angles with the four
screen rulings used. Polachrome transparencies have filters which
travel the length of the film. An example is shown in Figure No. 13.
Figure No. 18 shows the five mounting angles tested.
90-
\ DrumRotation
Drum Rotation
t
a 0 ? ? D D 0 ? ?
? a a o n o a a
Enlargement of 90 mount
Drum Rotation
Enlargement of 90-7 mount
Figure No. 18. Scanning Drum and Five Mounting Angles Tested.
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^ Drum Rotation A Drum Rotation
Enlargement of 45 mount Enlargement of 7 mount
a \ ? A
a a
a a
a D
a D
a d
a a
a
.
a
a I a ,
Drum Rotation
Enlargement of 0 mount
Figure No. 18. (con't)
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Testing Conditions:
The same transparency was scanned for each mounting. It was
removed after each scan and precisely mounted at each given angle.
1. All scanner controls set to normal positions
2. Medium drum used at a magnification of 450 percent
3. Aperture size set to aperture number 1 to be sure a strong
moire occurs
4. Anti-Newton ring spray used when mounting transparencies at
each mounting angle
5. All transparencies were mounted emulsion up
6. Refer to Figure No. 18 for mounting angles
7. Screen angle position number 5 used for 85 and 100 line
rulings
8. Screen angle position number 2 used for 133 and 150 line
rulings
9. Screen rulings 85, 100, 133, and 150 lines/inch
Test:
The experiment involved testing each mounting angle of the
transparencies at each screen ruling.
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Results:
DuPont Cromalin proofs were made of all separations and these
proofs were evaluated under standard viewing conditions to determine
the results of this test.
It was found that at a screen ruling of 85 lines, the least moire
occurred at a mounting of 45.
At a screen ruling of 100 lines, the least moire occurred at a
mounting of 45.
At a screen ruling of 133 lines, the least moire occurred at a
mounting of 90.
At a screen ruling of 150 lines, the least moire occurred at a
mounting of 90.
Mounting angles of 7 and
0
showed strong moire patterns with all
screen rulings.
It is recommended that the transparencies be mounted at the
45
angle if using a screen ruling of 85 or 100 lines.
It is recommended that the transparencies be mounted at the
90
angle if using a screen ruling of 133 or 150 lines.
Since an important part of this test involved the mounting of
transparencies, it is important to start with the least moire possible.
What is interesting, and occurs when scanning at the 85 and 100 line
rulings, are scan lines. Scan lines have an appearance like a window
screen pattern and are more noticeable in the shadow and midtone areas
than highlight areas. They appear on the final proofs as lighter color
lines. These lines are not moire patterns and do occur in all proofs,
but since the mounting was changed to
45 they were more noticeable in
those proofs. See Cromalin proof.
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Cromalin proof #1
shows examples of
scan lines.
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Retest of Screen Angles (Screen Ruling at Pre-Determined Mounting
Angles)
The variable of screen angles needed to be retested for each
transparency mounting, and screen ruling. The angle of mounting
Polachrome transparencies for the 85 and 100 line rulings was changed
to a 45 mount. This required another test of screen angle positions
for each screen ruling needed to be repeated to check for a change in
moire patterns. Also, it was another check for screen angle positions
to determine which will give the best color in the final proof.
Testing Conditions:
1. All scanner controls set to normal position
2. Medium drum used at a magnification of 450 percent
3. Aperture size set to aperture number 3, determined from
variable test on aperture size
4. Anti-Newton ring spray used when mounting the transparencies
and all transparencies were mounted emulsion up. Filter
lines were mounted at
45 for the 85 and 100 line rulings,
and at
90 for the 133 and 150 line rulings.
5. Image was held in sharp focus
6. Screen angles varied using the five scanner positions
7. Screen rulings of 85, 100, 133, and 150 line were tested
Test:
This experiment involved testing each screen angle position with
each transparency mounting.
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Results:
DuPont Cromalin proofs were made of all separations and these
proofs were evaluated under standard viewing conditions to determine
the results of this test.
Again, changes in screen angles showed no reduction of moire
patterns. Results of this test indicated that the 45 mount scanned at
the 85 and 100 line rulings, using screen angle position number 5 gave
the best color in the final proofs. Position number 5 is cyan 45,
magenta 0, yellow -18, and black +18. At 133 and 150 line rulings,
it is recommended to use a screen angle position setting of number 2,
which is cyan 45, magenta +18, yellow 0, and black -18. These
results were the same as determined earlier.
To this point, certain variables have been established as to their
influence on moire patterns. If the transparency is to be scanned at
85 or 100 line rulings, it should be mounted at a
45
angle, with the
emulsion up, aperture set at number 3, and a screen angle setting of
number 5. When employing 133 or 150 line rulings, the transparency
should be mounted at a 90 angle, emulsion up using aperture number 3,
and a screen angle setting of number 2. Under both conditions
separations will be produced which in most cases will be free of moire
patterns.
The term noise needs to be explained at this time. Noise which
appears in some images is an effect which clouds or covers the entire
image and appears as a grainy effect. It occurs when different
combinations of variables are tested together. Noise becomes important
when judgements of definition are considered.
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Defocusing, Intensity, and Start Point
Defocusing has an effect on reduing moire patterns. Intensity and
starting point are two adjustments which relate to detail enhancement
and should be tested together. Each could reduce moire patterns when
tested with the variable of defocusing. For this reason the variables
of defocusing, intensity, and starting point were tested together. The
DC-300 B/L laser scanner has no way of calibrating the defocusing of
the scanning lens. Thus, a method had to be devised to achieve the
necessary amount of defocusing so it could be repeated by other scanner
operators. A method that was found to be quite effective involved
taping a clear sheet of mylar 0.002 inches thick on the scanning drum.
The transparency was then taped to this mylar sheet. This produced
defocusing of 0.002 inch towards the scanning head. A defocusing
distance of 0.004 inch was also tested. This required a 0.004 inch
thick mylar sheet or two 0.002 inch thick mylar sheets taped together
and to the drum. The transparency is then taped to these mylar sheets
giving a 0.004 inch defocusing distance. See Figure 19.
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Scanning Head
Lens
0.004 0.002 Trans-
Mylar Mylar parency
to scan
Transparency
Top View
Scanning Head
Lens.
N r^
0.004
Mylar
t NvZf 1
XT
x 0.004
x 0.002
0.002
Mylar,
Transparency
Side View
x 0.002
x 0.004
Light Source
Figure No. 19. Top and side view of 0.002 and 0.004 inch
thick mylar
sheets and transparencies.
This will give defocusing of 0.002 inch and 0.004
inch towards the
scanning head. Defocusing in the
opposite direction is not
recommended, since proofs
produced in this fashion indicated
significant grain and noise.
This is possibly caused by the fact that
the scanning light must pass
through the image after it is focused.
Defocusing towards the scanning
head permits focusing after the light
passes through the image, resulting
in proofs with less grain and
noise. See Figure 19.
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If a sharp focus scan is desired, the operator can focus on the
transparency to be scanned. When focusing, the operator can focus on
the pattern formed by the filters in the Polachrome film.
If defocusing of 0.002 inch is desired, the scanning head is
placed over the area of 0.002 inch and focused on the transparency.
The scanning head is then returned to the single transparency and the
scan is made.
If defocusing of 0.004 inch is desired the scanning head is placed
over the area of 0.004 inch and focused on the transparency. The
scanning head is again returned to the single transparency position and
the scan is made.
Intensity refers to the strength of the scanned signal. A high
intensity setting will give harder edges and grainier highlights. A
low intensity setting will produce a softer looking image with less
contrast and cleaner highlight areas. Intensity is varied with a
control knob on the scanner with settings from 0 to 10. The normal
setting used for Ektachrome transparencies on this scanner is a setting
of 6. Since small changes in intensity are hard to distinguish in
color proofs, settings of 0, 6, and 10 were tested.
Starting point refers to the sensitivity of the scanner to changes
in density in the image being scanned. A low starting point setting
will give a soft image with low contrast and clean highlights. A high
setting will give more contrast and grainier highlights with harsh
edges. The starting point is varied with a control knob on the scanner
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with settings from 1 to 9. The normal setting used for Ektachrome
transparencies on this scanner is a setting of 4i. Since small changes
in starting point are hard to distinguish in color proofs, settings of
1, 4i, and 9 were tested.
The variable of defocusing can be used to remove moire patterns,
but it should be remembered that the greater the amount of defocusing
used, the poorer the quality of the final images. Therefore,
defocusing should only be used to the point at which the removal of the
moire pattern occurs.
The variables of intensity and starting point can, in some cases,
hide a moire pattern by adding noise or interference to the final
images. Limits for each adjustment must be carefully set or proofs
with poor definition will result.
Testing Conditions:
1. All scanner controls set to normal positions
2. Medium drum used at a magnification of 450 percent
3. Aperture size set to aperture number 3 determined from
variable test on aperture size
4. Anti -Newton ring spray used when mounting the transparencies
and the transparencies were mounted emulsion up. Filter
lines were mounted at
45 for the 85 and 100 line rulings,
and at
90 for the 133 and 150 line rulings
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5. Image focus varied from (in focus, 0.002, 0.004)
6. Intensity settings used (0, 6, 10)
7. Starting point settings used (1, 4i, 9)
8. Screen angles, 85 and 100 line rulings at position number 5,
133 and 150 line rulings at position number 2
9. Screen rulings of 85, 100, 133, and 150 lines/inch
Test:
This test involved testing three levels of defocusing (in focus,
0.002, 0.004), three levels of intensity (0, 6, 10), and three
levels of starting point (1, 4, 9).
Results:
DuPont Cromalin proofs were made of all separations and these
proofs were evaluated under standard viewing conditions to determine
the results of this test.
The results of this test showed that in some cases defocusing of
0.004 inch was needed to completely remove moire patterns. Intensity
and starting point settings of 10 and 9, the highest settings, both
produced very noisy proofs with the results being unacceptable. This
led to the final choice of adjustments to be tested to generate proofs
for the visual judgement test. Three levels of defocusing would be
used (in focus, defocus 0.002 inch, defocus 0.004 inch), along with two
levels of intensity, the lowest setting and the normal setting (0 and
6). Two levels of starting point, the lowest setting and the normal
setting (1 and 4i) would be used.
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Color Correction
All controls and their limits had been explored relative to their
effect on moires. However, before the final testing of these
variables, it would be necessary to improve the color balance of the
proofs being generated. Color correction was not an emphasis of this
study, but was done primarily for the reason of achieving proofs which
were as close to each other in color as possible. This was done to
minimize the influence of color balance on the opinions of the judges.
Experience shows that the highlight placement is very critical
when setting up the scanner. During the pre-testing, all scans were
made with the highlight setup on a density of 0.50. The normal density
setup for Ektachrome transparencies is 0.20. This higher density was
chosen because it is known that the minimum density of Polachrome is
0.90. Thus, a density of 0.50 was chosen to compensate for the high
minimum density of Polachrome images. Since all of the normal setups
were a density of 0.50 on a carbon wedge, the transparencies would be
reproduced as they appeared. This means any color shifts which showed
in the transparencies would show on the proofs.
An additional concept, whiting out, must be considered. Once the
scanner is setup and a density for the highlight placement is chosen, a
5 percent yellow, 5 percent magenta, and 7 percent cyan dot is placed
in that density. This procedure is a part of the normal setup of the
scanner. The scanning head can then be placed on the transparency at
any point and whited out. The term
"Whited Out" means that the scanner
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will produce a 5 percent yellow, 5 percent magenta, and 7 percent cyan
dot in that area, and this area will appear as a white or neutral on
the proof. Usually a diffuse highlight is chosen in the transparency
and the scanner "whited out" on that spot. This will keep any color
cast appearing in the transparency from appearing on the final proof.
Theoretically, if the scanner can be "whited out" on a diffuse
highlight in Polachrome film and scanned, then proofs can be achieved
which will have good color balance. However, this is not what happened
when Polachrome images were scanned.
Initially, proofs made during pre-testing came out with an overall
cyan cast which was more noticeable in the highlight areas. In an
attempt to lighten these proofs, the scanner was setup to increasing
densities on the step wedge which in turn should have lightened the
proofs. As the density was increased on the setups, the yellow and
magenta separations decreased in percent dots, while the cyan
separation increased in percent dot in the highlight area. This
increased until a complete reversal in the cyan channel occurred. For
example, in the diffuse highlight area of the transparency, percent
dots read yellow 5 percent, magenta 5 percent, and cyan 90 percent.
This can be attributed to the fact that the DC-300 B/L laser scanner
has a limit on the minimum density setup, which is about 0.80. What
cannot be explained is the increase in the cyan percent dot as the
yellow and magenta percent dot decreased. This is an area which needs
further study and is beyond the scope of this work.
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An attempt was made after the initial setup to "white
out"
on a
diffuse highlight in a Polachrome transparency. Apparently, the
reading head of the scanner was able to look at, (if set correctly) an
individual filter line in the Polachrome image. For example, it is
possible that the scanner head was set exactly over a red filter line
in the image when the operator is attempting to "white
out" the
scanner. It was found that this, in fact, could occur. What usually
happened was that each time a "white out" was achieved, a different
color shift in the final proof occurred. This can be explained by the
fact that the scanner was being "whited out" to that area which the
scanning head was looking at. Another important variable is the
density of the area being "whited out." It must be remembered that
with Polachrome film, a white on the transparency still has the three
filter lines red, green, and blue in it. Visually, when these three
filters are projected the viewer sees white, but a scanner sees each
filter separately. The density of the white area in Polachrome
transparencies depends on the following factors:
a. Manufacturer's variables - emulsion batches
b. Exposure to the transparency
c. Development of Polachrome film
d. Film storage before and after exposure
It is known that Polachrome has a high minimum density (0.9 to
1.0) and in most cases, depending primarily on the exposure of the
film, it can be difficult to "white
out."
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Based upon experience gained during the pre-testing, some
important facts were discovered about exposure of Polachrome originals.
It was found that a range of i stops exists from the normal exposure
of Polachrome which would give images acceptable to scan. An
underexposed Polachrome transparency appears dark. This increases the
minimum density very quickly beyond an acceptable limit to "white out."
It could be scanned, but the color cast couldn't be removed. An
overexposed Polachrome transparency appears light. If the transparency
is overexposed by one stop, saturation of colors is lowered very
quickly. Thus it is preferable to overexpose Polachrome film by stop
when knowing the transparencies will be scanned.
At this point, it was determined that the scanner had to be
"fooled"
as to what it was looking at during the "whiting
out"
process.
This was achieved by placing the scanning head out of focus 0.004 inch
when "whiting out." It is best to do this in the same direction used
for defocusing. After the scanning head is defocused, the scanner
settings are set to positions which are wanted when the scan is to be
made. The scanning head is then placed on a diffuse highlight and
"whited out." The focus of the scanning head is then set to the
desired focus before making the scan. This procedure was used and
worked well, with only a few problems:
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1. Sometimes the scanner would "white out," but after scanning,
the cyan and yellow separations were as originally set, but
the magenta separation would be a complete reversal. A study
of this problem showed that transparencies with a higher
minimum density were more subject to this condition. It was
also found that as the scanner heated up, after the normal
setup and 12 to 15 scans had been made, this condition became
more apparent. This was attributed to the fact that the
magenta channel reached its maximum input data and gave a
complete reversal in that separation. This is another area
for further study.
2. Running different combinations of variables to remove moire
patterns can give a color shift to the final proof. This was
not corrected for in this experiment because all proofs
stayed close enough to each other in color balance for this
study.
3. After defocusing, and placing the scanner head on a diffuse
highlight and "whiting out," enormous percent dot changes can
be observed in each cyan, magenta, and yellow channels if the
drum is rotated very slightly (while staying in the diffuse
highlight area). The scanner is sensitive enough, even when
defocused, to show a large percent dot change in each
channel. This phenomena occurs because a Polachrome image,
even in a diffuse highlight, still has the three filters with
a minimum density of at least 0.90. This area of color
correction is another area suggested for further study.
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4. After the scanner had been properly "whited
out,"
and
separations made, the resulting proofs were observed to have
color shifts towards the edges. A magenta cast occurred
about 3/8 inches from each edge. This phenomena is believed
to occur because each edge of the film was taped to the
scanner drum, causing the edges to be at a different
distance than the center of the film to the scanning lens.
5. At this point, a problem with Newton Rings became apparent.
It was first believed that Newton Rings were occurring
between the scanner drum and the Polachrome transparency
mounted on it. Upon careful inspection, it was found that
the Newton Rings were actually occurring between the layers
of the Polachrome image itself. These Newton Rings were very
hard to see with the naked eye, and were completely invisible
when the transparency was projected. However, when the
transparency was scanned, these Newton Rings showed up very
distinctly. Newton Rings were noticed on most transparencies
inspected. When present, they typically were located near
the centers of the transparency. If Polachrome film is to be
used for generating four color separations that are free of
Newton Rings, then this problem must be investigated further.
A summary on how to "white
out" Polachrome transparencies appears
below.
a. Mount the transparency on the scanning drum at the angle for
the screen ruling which is being used. Also mount the 0.002
inch and 0.004 inch defocusing areas with transparencies on
them.
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b. Set scanner up to normal positions
c. Set scanner controls to positions wanted for scan, such as
aperture size, screen angles, intensity, and starting point.
d. Focus the scanner reading head to the 0.004 inch area.
e. Move scanner reading head to a diffuse highlight in the
transparency to be scanned, and "white out" on that spot.
f. Then, for example, if defocusing of 0.002 inch is wanted,
return scanner reading head to the 0.002 inch patch, focus on
the transparency, then return the scanner reading head to the
single transparency for the scan. This will give a set of
separations which are defocused 0.002 inch. Color balance
will vary from proof to proof depending on variables used
when scanning.
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CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENT
Pre-testing established the important variables and their limits
so that a more thorough test could be performed to determine if
Polachrome transparencies could be scanned free of moire patterns with
acceptable definition. It was determined that three levels of focus
would be used (in focus, 0.002 inch defocused, and 0.004 inch
defocused). Two levels of intensity would be used (0 and 6 marked on
scanner) and two levels of starting point would be used (1 and 4|
marked on scanner). This would give a total of 12 proofs for each
screen ruling tested. Four screen rulings would be tested 85, 100,
133, and 150 totaling 48 proofs.
A list of variables, to be held constant for each screen ruling
tested, in addition to actual settings for each variable are shown in
the following pages. "Whiting out" will be performed before each of
the 48 images is scanned. Film density on all separations will be held
to 3.2 maximum density.
Refer to Appendix A and B for a list of standard settings used for
each screen ruling, for the DC-300 B/L laser scanner setups. Appendix
A contains three charts, one for each scanning drum size. Each chart
contains recommendations for aperture size, screen ruling and
enlargements. Appendix B contains recommendations for setting the
zoom, light on film (L0F), and amps for the DC-300 B/L laser scanner.
The zoom setting is the focusing of the exposing laser. Light on film
(LOF) is the intensity of light available at the laser, which controls
the exposure to the film. Amps refers to the current drawn by the laser
and should operate between four and seven amperes.
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85 LINE SCREEN RULING TEST
Zoom set to 1.45
L.O.F. set at 145
Amps 6.0
Originally set scanner up to densities of 0.49 highlight and 1.39
midtone.
Variables Held Constant:
1. Transparency mounted emulsion up - silver side down
2. Anti -Newton ring dust used
3. Transparency mounted at the 45 mount
4. Medium drum used at a magnification of 450 percent
5. Aperture number 3
6. Screen angle position number 5
7. "White out" performed as described earlier for each scan
made
Test Images and Variables:
Image #1 In focus
Image #2 In focus
Image #3 In focus
Image #4 In focus
Image #5 Defocus 0.002
Image #6 Defocus 0.002
Image #7 Defocus 0.002
Image #8 Defocus 0.002
Image #9 Defocus 0.004
Image #10 Defocus 0.004
Image #11 Defocus 0.004
Image #12 Defocus 0.004
Intensity N=6
Intensity N
Intensity N
Intensity 0
Intensity 0
Intensity N
Intensity N
Intensity 0
Intensity 0
Intensity N
Intensity N
Intensity 0
Intensity 0
Starting Point N=4
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
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100 LINE SCREEN RULING TEST
Zoom set to 2.8
L.O.F. set at 120
Amps 5.7
Originally set scanner up to densities of 0.49 highlight and 1.39
midtone.
Variables Held Constant:
1. Transparency mounted emulsion up - silver side down
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Anti -Newton ring dust
Transparency mounted ,
Medium drum used at a
Aperture number 3
Screen angle position
"White out" performed
made
used
at the 45 mount
magnification of
number 5
as described ear
450 percent
Tier for each scan
Test Images and Variables: Intensity N=6 Starting Point N=4i
Image #13 In focus Intensity N Starting Point N
Image #14 In focus Intensity N Starting Point 1
Image #15 In focus Intensity 0 Starting Point N
Image #16 In focus Intensity 0 Starting Point 1
Image #17 Defocus 0.002 Intensity N Starting Point N
Image #18 Defocus 0.002 Intensity N Starting Point 1
Image #19 Defocus 0.002 Intensity 0 Starting Point N
Image #20 Defocus 0.002 Intensity 0 Starting Point 1
Image #21 Defocus 0.004 Intensity N Starting Point N
Image #22 Defocus 0.004 Intensity N Starting Point 1
Image #23 Defocus 0.004 Intensity 0 Starting Point N
Image #24 Defocus 0.004 Intensity 0 Starting Point 1
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133 LINE SCREEN RULING TEST
Zoom set to 5.6
L.O.F. set at 90
Amps 5.2
Originally set scanner up to densities of 0.49 highlight and 1.39
midtone.
Variables Held Constant:
1. Transparency mounted emulsion up - silver side down
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Anti -Newton ring dust
Transparency mounted ,
Medium drum used at a
Aperture number 3
Screen angle position
"White out" performed
made
used
at the 90 mount
magnification of
number 2
as described ear
450 percent
lier for each scan
Test Images and Variables: Intensity N=6 Starting Point N=4
Image #25 In focus Intensity N Starting Point N
Image #26 In focus Intensity N Starting Point 1
Image #27 In focus Intensity 0 Starting Point N
Image #28 In focus Intensity 0 Starting Point 1
Image #29 Defocus 0.002 Intensity N Starting Point N
Image #30 Defocus 0.002 Intensity N Starting Point 1
Image #31 Defocus 0.002 Intensity 0 Starting Point N
Image #32 Defocus 0.002 Intensity 0 Starting Point 1
Image #33 Defocus 0.004 Intensity N Starting Point N
Image #34 Defocus 0.004 Intensity N Starting Point 1
Image #35 Defocus 0.004 Intensity 0 Starting Point N
Image #36 Defocus 0.004 Intensity 0 Starting Point 1
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150 LINE SCREEN RULING TEST
Zoom set to 6.6
L.O.F. set at 76
Amps 4.9
Originally set scanner up to densities of 0.49 highlight and 1.39
midtone.
Variables Held Constant:
1. Transparency mounted emulsion up - silver side down
2. Anti -Newton ring dust used
3. Transparency mounted at the 90 mount
4. Medium drum used at a magnification of 450 percent
5. Aperture number 3
6. Screen angle position number 2
7. "White out" performed as described earlier for each scan
made
Test Images and Variables:
Image #37 In focus
Image #38 In focus
Image #39 In focus
Image #40 In focus
Image #41 Defocus 0.002
Image #42 Defocus 0.002
Image #43 Defocus 0.002
Image #44 Defocus 0.002
Image #45 Defocus 0.004
Image #46 Defocus 0.004
Image #47 Defocus 0.004
Image #48 Defocus 0.004
Intensity N=6
Intensity N
Intensity N
Intensity 0
Intensity 0
Intensity N
Intensity N
Intensity 0
Intensity 0
Intensity N
Intensity N
Intensity 0
Intensity 0
Starting Point N=4
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
Starting Point N
Starting Point 1
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CHAPTER VII
VISUAL EXPERIMENT
The visual testing in this study was performed to test for the
appearance of moire patterns in the images generated. A total of 48
proofs, twelve 85 line, twelve 100 line, twelve 133 line, and twelve
150 line were viewed. A population size of 30 viewers was chosen at
random from printing instructors, fourth year printing students, and
printing graduate students at the Rochester Institute of Technology.
All visual tests were completed at the same standard viewing booth
located in the Reproduction Photo lab at the Rochester Institute of
Technology. This booth has a standard light source operating at
5000
kelvin.
The visual test was separated into two parts. Judges were asked
to accept or reject images based upon the appearance of moire patterns
during one part and based upon image definition during the other. The
order of testing each part was alternated after each viewer. A copy of
the instruction sheet (Testing Procedures) for each test is given in
Appendix C) .
The instruction sheet for each test was read to each viewer.
Then, if Part I was tested first the following points were made to aid
the judges.
1. Examples of moire patterns were shown.
2. It was pointed out that the direction of the moire pattern
stayed the same over the entire proof.
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3. The moire pattern was easier to see in highlight areas of the
proof.
4. An example of scan lines was shown to the viewer and the
difference between scan lines and moire patterns was pointed
out.
All 48 proofs were randomly arranged and shown to the viewer one
at a time. The viewer was then asked to make a decision. Do you
accept the proof as being free of moire patterns, yes or no. Two piles
were formed, one pile for proofs free of moire patterns, and another
pile for proofs not free of moire patterns. The proofs were placed
upside down on either of these two piles after decisions were made.
Proofs were viewed individually to minimize the effect of color shifts
between proofs.
The instructions for Part II were read to the viewer with a
reminder to disregard color balance in their decisions. Also, a
reminder was given to consider all three aspects of definition before
making decisions. This test was conducted differently, in that proofs
for each screen ruling were randomly arranged and tested separately.
First, starting with the 85 line ruling, then the 100 line ruling, the
133 line ruling, and finally the 150 line ruling. Two piles were
formed, one pile for proofs accepted as having good definition, and
another pile for proofs not accepted as having good definition.
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CHAPTER VIII
DATA FROM VISUAL EXPERIMENT
The data collected from the visual experiment is presented below.
Table No. 5 contains the number of times each proof was accepted
out of a total of 30 viewers as being free of moire patterns and having
good definition.
Table No. 6 contains a ranking of proofs in order of most accepted
to least accepted for each screen ruling, based upon proofs being free
of moire patterns.
Table No. 7 contains the percent acceptance for proofs free of
moire patterns and the variables which make up those proofs. Each
screen ruling is listed separately and proofs are in a ranking order
from most accepted to least accepted.
Table No. 8 contains a ranking of proofs in order of most accepted
to least accepted for each screen ruling, based upon proofs having good
definition.
Table No. 9 contains the percent acceptance for proofs having good
definition and the variables which make up those proofs. Each screen
ruling is listed separately, and proofs are in a ranking order,
from
most accepted to least accepted.
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Table No. 5. Data showing viewer acceptance for proofs free of moire
patterns and having good definition. Total of 30
viewers.
Proof Test I Test II
Free of Moire Good Def.
6
5
21
19
7
14
17
18
9
19
22
20
10
9
19
24
10
12
21
16
10
12
18
22
No.
1. 25
2. 18
3. 13
4. 8
5. 24
6. 23
7. 4
8. 6
9. 27
10. 25
11. 29
12. 28
13. 25
14. 25
15. 30
16. 26
17. 28
18. 28
19. 28
20. 29
21. 28
22. 27
23. 29
24. 29
Proof Test I Test II
No. Free of Moire Good Def.
25. 0 13
26. 0 9
27. 21 18
28. 16 16
29. 15 12
30. 28 14
31. 27 20
32. 27 17
33. 28 17
34. 28 13
35. 27 20
36. 28 19
37. 3 13
38. 7 10
39. 4 11
40. 5 19
41. 3 17
42. 5 14
43. 13 23
44. 28 16
45. 29 20
46. 30 18
47. 29 14
48. 29 12
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TABLE No. 6. Ranking of proofs in order of most accepted to least
accepted for_each screen ruling based upon proofs being
free of moire. Also given for each proof is percentage
of viewer acceptance.
85 LINE SCREEN RULING
Ranking order
most accepted
least acceptec
1.
from
to
1
Proof
No.
#11
Screen
Ruling
85
Accepted by
percentage of
viewers
96%
2. #12 85 93%
3. #9 85 90%
4. #1,#10 85 83%
5. #5 85 80%
6. #6 85 76%
7. #2 85 60%
8. #3 85 43%
9. #4 85 26%
10. #8 85 20%
11. #7 85 13%
100 LINE SCREEN RULING
1. #15 100 100',
2. #20, #23, #24 100 96%
3. #17, #18,
#19,#21 100 93%
4. #22 100 90%
5. #16 100 86%
6. #13, #14 100 83%
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TABLE No. 6. (Ranking continued)
133 LINE SCREEN RULING
Ranking order
most accepted
least acceptec
from
to
1
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Accepted by
percentage of
viewers
1. #30, #33
#34, #36 133 93%
2. #31, #32, #35 133 90%
3. #27 133 70%
4. #28 133 53%
5. #29 133 50%
6. #25, #26 133 0%
150 LINE SCREEN RULING
1. #46 150 100%
2. #45, #47, #48 150 96%
3. #44 150 93%
4. #43 150 43%
5. #38 150 23%
6. #40,42 150 16%
7. #39 150 13%
8. #37, #41 150 10%
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TABLE No. 7. Percent acceptance for proofs free of moire patterns and
data making up those proofs. Each screen ruling is
separated. Proofs are in ranking order.
85 LINE SCREEN RULING
percentage
of viewers
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St. Pt.
Screen
Angle
96% #11 85 45 0.004 0 N 5
93% #12 85 45 0.004 0 1 5
90% #9 85 45 0.004 N N 5
83% #1 85 45 0.0 N N 5
83% #10 85 45 0.004 N 1 5
80% #5 85 45 0.002 N N 5
76% #6 85 45 0.002 N 1 5
60% #2 85 45 0.0 N 1 5
43% #3 85 45 0.0 0 N 5
26% #4 85 45 0.0 0 1
5
20% #8 85 45 0.002 0 1
5
13% #7 85 45 0.002 0
N 5
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TABLE NO. 7 (con't)
100 LINE SCREEN RULING
Accepted by
percentage
of viewers
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St. Pt.
Scree
Angle
100% #15 100 45 0.0 0 N 5
96% #20 100 45 0.002 0 1 5
96% #23 100 45 0.004 0 N 5
96% #24 100 45 0.004 0 1 5
93% #17 100 45 0.002 N N 5
93% #18 100 45 0.002 N 1 5
93% #19 100 45 0.002 0 N 5
93% #21 100 45 0.004 N N 5
90% #22 100 45 0.004 N 1 5
86% #16 100 45 0.0 0 1 5
83% #13 100 45 0.0 N N 5
83% #14 100 45 0.0 N 1 5
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TABLE NO. 7. (Con't)
133 LINE SCREEN RULING
Accepted by
percentage
of viewers
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St. Pt.
Screen
Angle
93% #30 133 90 0.002 N 1 2
93% #33 133 90 0.004 N N 2
93% #34 133 90 0.004 N 1 2
93% #36 133 90 0.004 0 1 2
90% #31 133 90 0.002 0 N 2
90% #32 133 90 0.002 0 1 2
90% #35 133 90 0.004 0 N
70% #27 133 90 0.0 0 N z
53% #28 133 90 0.0 0 1 2
50% #29 133 90 0.002 N N 2
0% #25 133 90 0.0 N N 2
0% #26 133 90 0.0 N 1 2
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TABLE NO. 7. (Con't)
150 LINE SCREEN RULING
Accepted by
percentage
of viewers
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St. Pt.
Scree
Angle
100% #46 150 90 0.004 N 1 2
96% #45 150 90 0.004 N N 2
96% #47 150 90 0.004 0 N 2
96% #48 150 90 0.004 0 1 2
93% #44 150 90 0.002 0 1 2
43% #43 150 90 0.002 0 N 2
23% #38 150 90 0.0 N 1 2
16% #40 150 90 0.0 0 1 2
16% #42 150 90 0.002 N 1 2
13% #39 150 90 0.0 0 N 2
10% #37 150 90 0.0 N N 2
10% #41 150 90 0.002 N N 2
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TABLE No. 8. Ranking of proofs in order of most accepted to least
accepted for each screen ruling based upon proofs
having good definition. Also given for each proof
is percentage of viewer acceptance.
85 LINE SCREEN RULING
Ranking order
most accepted
least accepted
from
to
1
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Accepted by
percentage of
viewers
1. #11 85 73%
2. #3 85 70%
3. #12 85 66%
4. #4, #10 85 63%
5. #8 85 60%
6. #7 85 56%
7. #6 85 46%
8. #9 85 30%
9. #5 85 23%
10. #1 85 20%
11. #2 85 16%
100 LINE SCREEN RULING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
#16 100
#24 100
#19 100
#15 100
#23 100
#20 100
#18, #22 100
#13, #17, #21 100
#14 100
80%
73%
70%
63%
60%
53%
40%
33%
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TABLE NO. 8 (con't)
133 LINE SCREEN RULING
Ranking order
most accepted
least accepted
from
to
1
Proof
No.
1. #31, #35
2. #36
3. #27
4. #32, #33
5. #28
6. #30
7. #25, #34
8. #29
9. #26
Screen Accepted by
Ruling percentage of
viewers
133 66%
133 63%
133 60%
133 56%
133 53%
133 46%
133 43%
133 40%
133 30%
150 LINE SCREEN RULING
1. #43 150 76%
2. #45 150 66%
3. #40 150 63%
4. #46 150 60%
5. #41 150 56%
6. #44 150 53%
7. #42, #47 150 46%
8. #37 150 43%
9. #48 150 40%
10. #39 150 36%
11. #38 150 33%
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TABLE NO. 9. Percent acceptance for proofs having good definition and
data making up those proofs. Each screen ruling is
separated. Proofs are in ranking order.
85 LINE SCREEN RULING
Accepted by
percentage
of viewers
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St. Pt.
Screen
Angle
73% #11 85 45 0.004 0 N 5
70% #3 85 45 0.0 0 N 5
66% #12 85 45 0.004 0 1 5
63% #4 85 45 0.0 0 1 5
63% #10 85 45 0.004 N 1 5
60% #8 85 45 0.002 0 1 5
56% #7 85 45 0.002 0 N 5
46% #6 85 45 0.002 N 1 5
30% #9 85 45 0.004 N N 5
23% #5 85 45 0.002 N N
5
20% #1 85 45 0.0 N N
5
16% #2 85 45 0.0 N 1
5
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TABLE No. 9. (Con't.)
100 LINE SCREEN RULING
Accepted by
percentage
of viewers
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St. Pt.
Screen
Angle
80% #16 100 45 0.0 0 1 5
73% #24 100 45 0.004 0 1 5
70% #19 100 45 0.002 0 N 5
63% #15 100 45 0.0 0 N 5
60% #23 100 45 0.004 0 N 5
53% #20 100 45 0.002 0 1 5
40% #18 100 45 0.002 N 1 5
40% #22 100 45 0.004 N 1 5
33% #13 100 45 0.0 N N 5
33% #17 100 45 0.002 N N 5
33% #21 100 45 0.004 N N 5
30% #14 100 45 0.0 N 1 5
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TABLE NO. 9. (con't)
133 LINE SCREEN RULING
Accepted by
percentage
of viewers
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St. Pt.
Screen
Angle
66% #31 133 90 0.002 0 N 2
66% #35 133 90 0.004 0 N 2
63% #36 133 90 0.004 0 1 2
60% #27 133 90 0.0 0 N 2
56% #32 133 90 0.002 0 1 2
56% #33 133 90 0.004 N N 2
53% #28 133 90 0.0 0 1 2
46% #30 133 90 0.002 N 1 2
43% #25 133 90 0.0 N N 2
43% #34 133 90 0.004 N 1 2
40% #29 133 90 0.002 N N 2
30% #26 133 90 0.0 N 1 2
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TABLE NO. 9. (con't)
150 LINE SCREEN RULING
Accepted by
percentage
of viewers
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St. Pt.
Screen
Angle
76% #43 150 90 0.002 0 N 2
66% #45 150 90 0.004 N N 2
63% #40 150 90 0.0 0 1 2
60% #46 150 90 0.004 N 1 2
56% #41 150 90 0.002 N N 2
53% #44 150 90 0.002 0 1 2
46% #42 150 90 0.002 N 1 2
46% #47 150 90 0.004 0 N 2
43% #37 150 90 0.0 N N 2
40% #48 150 90 0.004 0 1 2
36% #39 150 90 0.0 0 M 2
33% #38 150 90 0.0 N 1 2
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CHAPTER IX
ANALYSIS
During the visual evaluation, viewers were asked to view proofs
one at a time and to make one of two choices, accept or reject.
Decisions were based upon the appearance of moire patterns and image
definition.
The testing method applied to this experiment took the form of a
paired comparison test. In the Manual on Sensory Testing Methods a
"paired comparison" test is defined as, "the oldest of the recognized
psychrometric methods is based on the simple act of making a choice
between alternatives." The testing for this experiment differed from
the paired comparison test in that instead of the viewer having two
samples to view with one decision to make, they had one sample to view
with a choice of two decisions. The results of this testing could be
evaluated as a two sample test.
Again referring to the Manual on Sensory Testing Methods, Table 4
page 67, a list is shown giving "the number of correct identifications
2
required for significance at various levels in two sample
tests."
For a sample size of 30 viewers at a significance level of five percent
(95 percent confidence level), 20 acceptances are required.
Observations of the data contained in Table No. 5, where viewers
accepted proofs free of moire patterns, indicated that a table can be
constructed containing all proofs falling within a five percent
significance level (95 percent confidence level). See Table No. 10 for
this data.
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TABLE No. 10. Proofs accepted as free of moire patterns at a five
percent significance level (95 percent confidence
level ).
85 Line 100 Line 133 Line 150 Line
Significance
level of #13, #14, #15
5% or 20 #1,#5,#6 #16, #17, #18 #27,#30, #31
viewers #9, #10, #11 #19, #20, #21 #32, #33, #34 #44, #45, #46
accepted #12 #22, #23, #24 #35, #36 #47, #48
Following is Table No. 11 which contains the variables making up
each of the proofs listed in Table No. 10.
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TABLE No. 11. Proofs accepted as free of moire patterns at a five
percent significance level (95 percent confidence
level), and variables making up those proofs.
Significance Proof
Level 5% No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St.
Screen
Pt. Angle
1 85 45 0.0 n rJ 5
5 85 45 0.002 N t1 5
6 85 45 0.002 N 1I 5
9 85 45 0.004 N N 5
10 85 45 0.004 n :L 5
11 85 45 0.004 o rJ 5
12 85 45 0.004 o :L 5
13 100 45 0.0 N fi 5
14 100 45 0.0 N L 5
15 100 45 0.0 0 fi 5
16 100 45 0.0 0 L 5
17 100 45 0.002 n ri 5
18 100 45 0.002
'
N L 5
19 100 45 0.002 0 I j 5
20 100 45 0.002 0 L 5
21 100 45 0.004 N 1^1 5
22 100 45 0.004 N 1 5
23 100 45 0.004 0 ^1 5
24 100 45 0.004 0 1 5
27 133 90 0.0 0 M 2
30 133 90 0.002 N 1 2
31 133 90 0.002 0 N 2
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TABLE NO. 11. (con't)
SLe?e!f5%anCe 1?* 1? V* f ScreenLevel 5/0 No. Ruling Mount Defocus Int. St.Pt. Angle
32 133 90 0.002 0 1 2
33 133 90 0.004 N N 2
34 133 90 0.004 N 1 2
35 133 90 0.004 0 N 2
36 133 90 0.004 0 1 2
44 150 90 0.002 0 1 2
45 150 90 0.004 N N 2
46 150 90 0.004 N 1 2
47 150 90 0.004 0 N 2
48 150 90 0.004 0 1 2
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Analysis of Tables No. 10 and No. 11 showed that sixty six percent
of all proofs were accepted as free of moire patterns at a five percent
significance level (95 percent confidence level).
All proofs which were defocused 0.004 inch were accepted as free
of moire patterns at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level).
All proofs scanned at a screen ruling of 100 lines were accepted
as free of moire patterns.
At a five percent significance level (95 percent confidence
level), twenty three percent of the proofs tested were rejected for
containing moire patterns.
Observations of the data contained in Table No. 5, where viewers
accepted proofs as having good definition, indicate that a table can be
constructed containing all proofs falling within a five percent
significance level (95 percent confidence level). See Table No. 12 for
this data.
TABLE No. 12. Proofs accepted as having good definition at a five
percent significance level (95 percent confidence
level).
85 Line 100 Line 133 Line 150 Line
Significance
level of
5% or 20
viewers
accepted #3, #11, #12 #16,#19,#24 #31, #35 #43,#45
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Following is Table No. 13 which contains the variables making up
each of the proofs listed in Table No. 12.
TABLE No. 13. Proofs accepted as having good definition at a five
percent significance level (95 percent confidence
level), and variables making up those proofs.
Significance
Level 5%
Proof
No.
Screen
Ruling
Angle of
Mount Defocus Int. St.Pt.
Screen
Angle
16 100 45 0.0 0 1 5
11 85 45 0.004 0 N 5
24 100 45 0.004 0 1 5
43 150 90 0.002 0 N 2
3 85 45 0.0 0 N 5
12 85 45 0.004 0 1 5
19 100 45 0.002 0 N 5
31 133 90 0.002 0 N 2
35 133 90 0.004 0 N 2
45 150 90 0.004 N M 2
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Analysis of Tables No. 12 and No. 13 showed that twenty percent of
all proofs tested were found acceptable as having good definition at a
five percent significance level (95 percent confidence level).
A reduced intensity setting is significant if proofs with
acceptable definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level) are desired.
At a five percent significance level (95 percent confidence
level), twenty percent of the proofs tested were rejected for not
having good definition.
Observations of the data contained in Table No. 10 and Table No.
12 indicate that a table can be constructed containing all proofs
falling within a five percent significance level (95 percent confidence
level) as being free of moire patterns and having good definition. See
Table No. 14 below for this data.
TABLE No. 14. Proofs accepted as free of moire patterns and proofs
accepted as having good definition at a five percent
significance level (95 percent confidence level).
Significance
level of
5% or 20
viewers
accepted
85 Line
#11, #12
100 Line 133 Line 150 Line
#16, #19, #24 #31, #35 #45
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Following is Table No. 15 which contains the variables making up
each of the proofs listed in Table No. 14.
TABLE No. 15. Proofs falling within the five percent significance
level (95 percent confidence level), for being free of
moire patterns and having good definition and variables
making up those proofs.
Significance
Level 5%
Proof
No.
16
Screen
Ruling
100
Angle of
Mount
45
Defocus
0.0
Int.
0
St.Pt.
1
Screen
Angle
5
11 85 45 0.004 0 N 5
24 100 45 0.004 0 1 5
12 85 45 0.004 0 1 5
19 100 45 0.002 0 N 5
31 133 90 0.002 0 N 2
35 133 90 0.004 0 N 2
45 150 90 0.004 N N 2
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Analysis of Table No. 14 and No. 15 shows that sixteen percent of
all proofs tested were found acceptable as being moire free and having
good definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level).
Proofs at all four screen rulings had at least one proof accepted
at the five percent significance level (95 percent confidence level).
It can be observed that in all cases, but one, defocusing is
needed for proofs to be accepted on both accounts as moire free and
having good definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level).
It can be noted that in all cases, but one, intensity settings of
"0"
were needed for proofs to be accepted on both accounts as moire
free and having good definition at a five percent significance level
(95 percent confidence level).
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER IX
Manual on Sensory Testing Methods STP 434. Published by American
Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA
19103. 1968, p. 16.
2
Ibid., p. 67,
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CHAPTER X
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The following summaries and conclusions have been determined from
the experiment.
1. Highlight percent dot placement should be set at a density of
about 0.50 when setting up the DC-300 B/L laser scanner for
scanning Polachrome transparencies. This is based on the fact
that Polachrome has a high minimum density. To compensate for
this, the scanner should be setup to a higher highlight density.
2. Proofs will appear with less noise and interference if Polachrome
transparencies are mounted emulsion up on the scanning drum.
(Silver side of transparency against the drum.) If mounted in
this manner, light passes through the film as it was designed,
which is first through the positive grain layer, then the film
filter layer.
3. Screen angles have no effect on moire patterns produced. This can
be attributed to the fact that the filters in Polachrome film
cause the moire pattern more so than the combinations of filter
lines with screen angles.
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4. The use of two screen angle positions gives better color to
proofs. At 85 and 100 line rulings use a screen angle position
setting of number 5, which is cyan 45, magenta 0, yellow -18,
and black +18. At 133 and 150 line rulings use a screen angle
position setting of number 2, which is cyan 45, magenta +18,
yellow 0, and black -18. This was determined during the
pre-testing of the variables screen angles and screen ruling.
5. It was determined that an aperture setting of number 3 is optimum.
This is one size larger than the manufacturers specifications.
Larger aperture sizes reduce moire patterns. However, excessively
large aperture sizes show exaggerated edge effects in proofs.
6. Mount the transparency in oil if magnifications are larger than
500 percent.
7. Magnification has no effect on the removal of moire patterns.
8. It was determined that at 85 and 100 line rulings, Polachrome
transparencies should be mounted so the filter lines in the
transparency travel at a
45
angle to scanner drum rotation. It
was determined that at 133 and 150 line rulings, Polachrome
transparencies should be mounted so the filter lines in the
transparency travel at a
90
angle to scanner drum rotation.
9. Slight underexposure of Polachrome film will quickly increase the
minimum density of the film. High minimum density makes it
difficult, if not impossible, to "white
out"
on the image. Slight
overexposure of Polachrome film will quickly reduce color
saturation. It is recommended that Polachrome transparencies be
exposed to within a i stop of the normal exposure, if they are to
be scanned.
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10. Defocusing of the scanning head should be used when "whiting out"
the scanner to Polachrome transparencies. Defocusing clouds up
the area which the scanning lens views. This makes it easier to
"white out," because smaller density changes exist.
11. Polachrome transparencies often contain Newton Rings between the
layers of the film. These Newton Rings which are present on the
transparency will also show up on the separations and also the
proofs. The scanning process will not eliminate them.
12. Defocusing has a significant effect upon the removal of moire
patterns.
13. Data from the visual experiment showed that all proofs scanned at
the 100 line screen ruling were accepted as free of moire
patterns.
14. Defocusing alone does not have a significant effect upon the
definition of proofs.
15. Reduced intensity settings are needed to give proofs with
acceptable definition. Reduced intensity settings give softer
looking proofs which can hide moire patterns, making them less
noticeable to viewers.
16. Proofs made at all four screen rulings tested (85, 100, 133, 150)
were found to give at least one acceptable image as
free of moire
patterns and having good definition. This statement is being made
at a 95 percent confidence level.
17. Hypothesis 1: Electronic scanning
of Polachrome CS color
transparency film on the DC-300 model
B/L laser
scanner can be carried out so separations are free
of all moire patterns
with acceptable definition.
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a. Hypothesis 1: Moire'only. Found to be true for 66 percent
of the proofs tested, falling within a 95 percent confidence
level as being free of moire patterns.
b. Hypothesis 1: Definition only. Found to be true for 20
percent of the proofs tested, falling within a 95 percent
confidence level as having good definition.
c. Hypothesis 1: Moire and Definition. Found to be true for 16
percent of the proofs tested, falling within a 95 percent
confidence level as being free of moire patterns and having
good definition.
The hypothesis as stated is true, only for a few of the proofs
tested. It is easier to generate separations from Polachrome
transparencies that are free of moire patterns, than it is to generate
separations with acceptable definition. Poor definition stems from the
fact that original Polachrome transparencies are viewed by the laser
scanner as a series of filters (or solid lines) rather than a
continuous tone image. The variables of defocusing, intensity, and
starting point, which remove the moire patterns in the separations
generated from Polachrome film, cause noise and interference in the
final proofs which exaggerate the poor definition. A proof with poor
definition can cover a moire pattern so that it is not visible to the
eye. This is why it is easier to produce separations free
of moire
patterns, and harder to generate proofs with
acceptable definition.
Appendix D contains sample proofs of images free of moire patterns
with good definition.
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CHAPTER XI
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are given as guidelines to follow
when Polachrome transparency film is electronically scanned on the
DC-300 B/L laser scanner. These guidelines, if followed, will give
proofs which are free of moire patterns and, in most cases, have
acceptable definition.
1. With a lupe, take a close look at the transparency to be scanned.
Look for Newton Rings between the layers of the film. If found,
the scanner operator can do nothing to remove these Newton Rings.
2. Mount the transparency emulsion up, silver side against the drum.
3. An explanation of how to mount transparencies on the drum at the
45
angle when using 85 and 100 line rulings follows. After the
transparency is ready to mount, a guess at the
45
angle mount can
be made. If desired, draw a vertical line on a sheet of paper and
a line at a 45 angle to the vertical. Then mount this paper on
the scanner drum so the vertical line is parallel to the direction
of scanner rotation. Then mount the transparency so the
transparencies filter lines are parallel to the
45 line. Remove
the paper after mounting the
transparency. This researcher found
that a close guess at the
45 mount was sufficient. If straying
too far from the
45
mount, using more defocusing will remove any
moire pattern present.
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4.
5.
If magnification is over 500 percent it is suggested to mount the
transparency in oil. If under 500 percent, use anti Newton Ring
dust.
Transparencies should be mounted in one of two ways. First decide
on the screen ruling to be used. If scanning at the 85 or 100
line ruling, mount the transparency at a 45 mount. If scanning
at the 133 or 150 line ruling mount the transparency at a 90
mount. A 45 mounting of the transparency is such that the
transparency filter lines travel at a 45 angle to the direction
of scanner drum rotation. A 90 mounting of the transparency is
such that the transparency filter lines travel with the scanning
drum axis. The 45 and 90 mounts are illustrated below.
Scanning Drum
Drum
Rotation
6. If using 85 line and 100 line rulings mount
at 45.
a. The scanner should be set up as normally set
for Ektachrome
transparencies
b. Highlight placement set at a density of about
.50
c. Screen angle position setting
of number 5 which is cyan
45
;
magenta 0, yellow -18, and black
+18
d. Defocus to 0.004 inch
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e. Intensity setting should be reduced to the 0 setting
f. Starting point can be reduced or left at the normal setting
g. Aperture size number 3
If using 133 and 150 line rulings mount at 90.
a. The scanner should be setup as normally set for Ektachrome
transparencies
b. Highlight placement set at a density of about .50
c. Screen angle position setting of number 2 which is cyan 45,
magenta +18, yellow 0, and black
d. Defocus to 0.004 inch
e. Intensity setting should be reduced to the 0 setting
f. Starting point can be reduced or left at the normal setting
g. Aperture size number 3
Defocusing was accomplished in the following manner. The DC-300
B/L laser scanner has no way of calibrating the defocusing of the
scanning head. A method that was found to be quite effective
involved taping a clear sheet of mylar 0.002 inch thick on the
scanning drum. The transparency was then taped to this mylar
sheet. This produced defocusing of 0.002 inch toward the scanning
head. A defocusing distance of 0.004 inch was also needed. This
required a 0.004 inch thick mylar sheet or two 0.002 inch thick
mylar sheets taped together and to the drum. The transparency was
then taped to these mylar sheets giving a 0.004 inch defocusing
distance. Figure No. 19 is repeated on the following page.
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Scanning Head
Lens
0.004 0.002 Trans-
Mylar Mylar parency
to scan
Transparency
Top View
0.004
Mylar
HV^r
x 0.004
x 0.002
0.002
Mylar.
Transparency
Side View
x 0.002
x 0.004
Light Source
Figure No. 19. Top and side view of 0.002 inch and 0.004 inch thick
mylar sheets and transparencies.
This will give defocusing of 0.002 inch and 0.004 inch towards the
scanning head. Defocusing in the opposite direction is not
recommended, since proofs produced in this fashion will contain
significant grain and noise. This is possibly caused by the fact that
the scanning light must pass through the
image after it is focused.
Defocusing towards the scanning head permits focusing
after the light
passes through the image, resulting in proofs
with less grain and
noise.
If a sharp focus scan is desired,
the operator can focus on the
transparency to be scanned.
When focusing, the operator can focus
on the pattern formed by the
filters in the Polachrome film.
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If defocusing of 0.004 inch is desired the scanning head is placed
over the area of 0.004 inch and focused on the transparency. The
scanning head is again returned to the single transparency position and
the scan is made.
If "whiting out" is desired, focus the scanning head to the
transparency at the 0.004 inch area. Set the scanner controls
such as aperture size, screen angles, intensity, and starting
point to positions wanted when scanning. Move the scanner reading
head to a diffuse highlight in the transparency to be scanned, and
"white out" on that spot. Then, for example, if defocusing of
0.002 inch is wanted, return the scanner reading head to the 0.002
inch patch, focus on the transparency, then return the scanner
reading head to the single transparency and the
scan is made.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. If Polachrome transparencies are oil mounted, the affect that oil
has on the silver side of this film is unknown. Cleaning the oil
from the silver side of the transparency can lead to problems, one
being that the silver layer can be easily removed with film
cleaner.
2. When setting up Polachrome transparencies to increasing densities
on the carbon wedge, it was discovered that the yellow and magenta
separations decreased in percent dots, while the cyan separation
increased in percent dots, each in the highlight area. The cyan
percent dot increase can not be explained.
3. Color correction is an area that this study only begins to
explore. The scanner is sensitive enough, even when defocused, to
show a large percent dot change in each channel when placed over a
specular highlight. This phenomena occurs because a Polachrome
image, even in a specular highlight, still has the three filters
with a minimum density of at least 0.90.
4. Newton Rings are sometimes apparent between the layers of
Polachrome film. These rings are not visible when the film is
projected, but when the film is scanned the Newton Rings appear
and cannot be removed in the final images.
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX A
Recommendations for aperture size, screen ruling, and
percent enlargements for each scanner drum size.
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX B
85 Line Screen Ruling
1. Zoom setting 1.45
2. Light on Film (LOF) setting 145
3. Amps keep between 4 and 7 amperes
100 Line Screen Ruling
1. Zoom setting 2.8
2. Light on Film (LOF) setting 120
3. Amps keep between 4 and 7 amperes
133 Line Screen Ruling
1. Zoom setting 5.6
2. Light on Film (LOF) setting 90
3. Amps keep between 4 and 7 amperes
150 Line Screen Ruling
1. Zoom setting 6.6
2. Light on Film (LOF) setting 76
3. Amps keep between 4 and 7 amperes
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APPENDIX C
TESTING PROCEDURES
Read to Judges
This is the final testing of an experiment to determine the best
way to generate four color separations which are free of moire patterns
and have good definition. All variables were explored relating to
moire patterns and the images which you will view explore the limits of
these variables.
Your involvement with this experiment is to be the final judge of
the images generated. Testing involves two parts. The first part
relates to moire patterns and the second part relates to the definition
of the image.
TEST I MOIRE
Test I involves viewing 48 cromalin proofs. The 48 proofs contain
four screen rulings and five variables. All images are arranged in a
random order. View the proofs one at a time, and place the proofs
upside down on either of two piles. One pile marked; yes, I accept the
image as being free of all moire patterns, and the other pile marked;
no, I do not accept the image as being free of patterns.
Before starting proofs showing moire patterns will be shown to
you. Also a proof containing scan lines will be shown to you. The
difference between scan lines and moire patterns will be pointed out,
so there is no confusion between the two.
Missing Page
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APPENDIX D
Below is cromalin proof No. 11, one of the 85 line screen rulings.
It was accepted as free of moire patterns and accepted as having good
definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent confidence
level ) .
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APPENDIX D (con't)
Below is cromalin proof No. 12, one of the 85 line screen rulings.
It was accepted as free of moire patterns and accepted as having good
definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent confidence
level ).
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APPENDIX D (con't)
Below is cromalin proof No. 16, one of the 100 line screen
rulings. It was accepted as free of moire patterns and accepted as
having good definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level).
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APPENDIX D (con't)
Below is cromalin proof No. 19, one of the 100 line screen
rulings. It was accepted as free of moire patterns and accepted as
having good definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level).
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APPENDIX D (con't)
Below is cromalin proof No. 24, one of the 100 line screen
rulings. It was accepted as free of moire patterns and accepted as
having good definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level ) .
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APPENDIX D (con't)
Below is cromalin proof No. 31, one of the 133 line screen
rulings. It was accepted as free of patterns and accepted as
having good definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level).
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APPENDIX D (con't)
Below is cromalin proof No. 35, one of the 133 line screen
rulings. It was accepted as free of moire patterns and accepted as
having good definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level).
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APPENDIX D (con't)
Below is cromalin proof No. 45, one of the 150 line screen
rulings. It was accepted as free of moire patterns and accepted as
having good definition at a five percent significance level (95 percent
confidence level ).
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